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Abstract
We show that solitonic solutions of the classical string action on the AdS5 × S5
background that carry charges (spins) of the Cartan subalgebra of the global symme-
try group can be classified in terms of periodic solutions of the Neumann integrable
system. We derive equations which determine the energy of these solitons as a func-
tion of spins. In the limit of large spins J , the first subleading 1/J coefficient in the
expansion of the string energy is expected to be non-renormalised to all orders in
the inverse string tension expansion and thus can be directly compared to the 1-loop
anomalous dimensions of the corresponding composite operators in N = 4 super YM
theory. We obtain a closed system of equations that determines this subleading coef-
ficient and, therefore, the 1-loop anomalous dimensions of the dual SYM operators.
We expect that an equivalent system of equations should follow from the thermody-
namic limit of the algebraic Bethe ansatz for the SO(6) spin chain derived from SYM
theory. We also identify a particular string solution whose classical energy exactly
reproduces the one-loop anomalous dimension of a certain set of SYM operators with
two independent R charges J1, J2.
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1 Introduction and summary
Recently, there was a remarkable progress towards understanding AdS/CFT duality
in non-supersymmetric sector of states of string theory on AdS5 × S5 [1, 2, 3, 4],
generalizing earlier work of [5, 6, 7]. On the string side, one identifies semiclassical
states described by solitonic closed-string solutions on a 2-cylinder. They have finite
energy and carry SO(6) (and, in general, SO(2,4)) angular momentum components Ji.
In the limit of large angular momenta the first subleading term in the expansion of the
classical string energies happens to be protected (i.e. is not renormalised by string α′
corrections) and thus can be matched onto the dimensions of the corresponding gauge-
theory (N = 4 SYM) operators [3]. We refer to [4] for a more detailed discussion.
In general, according to the AdS/CFT duality the AdS5×S5 string sigma model
should be equivalent to the N = 4 supersymmetric SU(N) YM theory with N →∞.
The composite primary operators in this theory are classified in terms of UIR’s of
the superconformal group PSU(2,2,|4), i.e. by the conformal dimension ∆, two spins
S1, S2 and by the Young tableaux (or, equivalently, by the Dynkin labels) of the R-
symmetry group SU(4). At N = ∞ only single-trace operators matter. Thus one
should expect that the energy of the string solutions considered as the function of the
angular momenta Ji should match with the dimensions of the corresponding primary
single-trace operators in the SYM theory.
The bosonic part of the classical string action is a combination of SO(2,4) and
SO(6) sigma models. The O(n) (or O(p,q)) sigma models are known to be classically
integrable [8], and the same should obviously be true also upon imposition of the
conformal gauge constraints, i.e. for the corresponding classical string theories (for
some related work see [9, 10, 11]). One expects, therefore, a close connection between
special classes of string solutions representing particular semiclassical string states
and certain integrable models. As was already observed earlier, the folded rotating
string solutions with one [12, 6] or two [7, 4] non-vanishing angular momenta are
related to the 1-d sine-Gordon model.
Here we will consider a generalization to the case when all the three “Cartan”
components of the SO(6) angular momentum are non-zero and will find that in this
case the SO(6) sigma model effectively reduces to a special integrable 1-d model –
the Neumann model [13]. The latter describes a three-dimensional harmonic oscillator
with three different frequencies constrained to move on a two- sphere (see, e.g., [14,
15, 16]).
The class of S5 rotating string solutions we will be discussing is parametrized by
the angular momenta Ji = (J1, J2, J3) with the energy being E = E(J1, J2, J3). To
be able to compare to perturbative conformal dimensions on the SYM side one needs
to assume that
λ
J2i
≪ 1 , 1
Ji
≪ 1 , (1.1)
where λ is the square of string tension (related as usual to ‘t Hooft coupling). In
this case the AdS5 × S5 superstring α′ corrections to the classical energy will be
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suppressed by extra powers of 1
Ji
. This happens [2] despite the non-BPS nature of
the extended rotating string states (the only BPS state is a point-like string having
only one non-zero component of Ji [5]) and is due to the fact that the underlying
superstring theory has (i) global supersymmetry and (ii) is effectively massive in this
case (with 2-d masses ∼ 1
Ji
)1.
Assuming (1.1), the classical energy can be expanded as2
E = Jtot +
λ
Jtot
f1(
Ji
Jtot
) +
λ2
J3tot
f2(
Ji
Jtot
) + ... , (1.2)
Jtot ≡ J1 + J2 + J3 . (1.3)
One immediate aim is then to determine the coefficient function f1(
J2
Jtot
, J3
Jtot
). Given
the analytic dependence of the subleading term in E on λ and its expected “non-
renormalizability” on the string side, one may be able, as explained in [2, 4], to
compare it directly to the one-loop anomalous dimensions of gauge-theory operators
of the type tr[(Φ1 + iΦ2)
J1(Φ3 + iΦ4)
J2(Φ5 + iΦ6)
J3]+... belonging to irreducible
representation of SU(4) with Dynkin labels [J2 − J3, J1 − J2, J2 + J3] (we assume for
definiteness that J3 ≤ J2 ≤ J1).3 Note also that the expected non-renormalisation of
the 1/Jtot term to all orders in the inverse string tension predicts (through AdS/CFT
duality) that the corresponding term in N = 4 SYM should be one loop exact.
Finding the spectrum of one-loop anomalous dimensions of such scalar operators
with all three Ji being non-zero should be possible, as in the two-spin case (J3 = 0)
in [3], using the techniques (dilatation operator related to integrable spin chains and
Bethe ansatz) developed in a recent remarkable series of papers [19, 20, 3, 21]. Here
we will determine f1 in several special cases with Ji 6= 0, thus making string-theory
predictions for the corresponding eigenvalues of the anomalous dimension matrix.
One special three-spin solution was found already in [1, 2]: this is a circular string
with J1 = J2 and arbitrary J3 (the stability condition implies J1 + J2 ≤ 4n−1(2n−1)2J3
where n is the winding number; in what follows we set n = 1)
E = J1 + J2 + J3 +
λ(J1 + J2)
2(J1 + J2 + J3)2
+ ...
1A similar argument explains [7, 17] why 2- and higher loop corrections to the energy of string
states in the BMN [5] sector are suppressed by powers of 1/J .
2In the cases when there is just one non-vanishing component of the spin as in [6] or the conditions
(1.1) are not satisfied for at least one of the spins [7, 18], the energy may contain also a constant
subleading term O(
√
λ). Under the condition
√
λ
J
≪ 1 such term (which will not be protected against
string α′ ∼ 1√
λ
-corrections and thus cannot be easily compared to SYM theory) is much larger that
the subleading term in the equation below, and thus the corresponding SYM operators should have
larger anomalous dimensions.
3The primary operators obtained after diagonalizing the dilatation matrix for the gauge-invariant
operators mentioned above are not superconformal primaries lying on the unitary bound of the
continuous (unprotected) series of UIR’s of PSU(2,2|4), as can be seen from the corresponding
relation between the conformal dimension and the Dynkin labels. Their parent superconformal
primaries can be found by analysing representations of supersymmetry. However, this is immaterial
since the anomalous dimensions of primaries and of their susy descendants are equal.
3
= Jtot +
λ
2Jtot
(1− J3
Jtot
) + ... , (1.4)
where dots stand for λ2 and other subleading terms. The special case of J3 = 0, i.e.
E = J1 + J2 + f1
λ
J1 + J2
+ ... , f1 =
1
2
(1.5)
corresponds to the simplest two-spin circular string solution [1]. In spite of being
unstable, this solution has its “counterpart” on the SYM side [3]. Another string state
with the same quantum numbers J1 = J2, J3 = 0 but lower energy is represented by
the stable folded string solution [4] (which generalizes the single-spin solution of [6]
to the two-spin case). In this case the energy is given by (1.5) with4
f1 = 0.356... ,
and, remarkably, can be matched exactly with the corresponding lowest anomalous
dimension eigenvalue on the SYM side [3].
As in the two-spin case, in general, there will be several three-spin string solutions
for given values of J1, J2, J3 having different values of E. The first subleading term
in E will then be expected to correspond to the band of one-loop dimensions of the
SYM eigen-operators in the [J2 − J3, J1 − J2, J2 + J3] irrep. In particular, there may
be several string solutions with J1 = J2 and small J3 generalizing the circular [1, 2]
and folded [4] two-spin solutions, and different from the circular string solution of [2]
with E given in (1.4).
We shall see that in spite of the formal integrability of the Neumann model, finding
the explicit form of the three-spin solutions and, in particular, their energies, turns out
to be complicated. Below we shall concentrate on several special cases. In particular,
there are two obvious cases generalizing the two-spin solutions mentioned above: (i)
generalization of the folded two-spin solution to the case of non-zero J3 < J1 = J2; (ii)
generalization of the circular two-spin solution to the case of non-zero J3 < J1 = J2
which has less energy than the circular three-spin solution of [2] (the latter is unstable
for small J3). In these and similar cases with J1, J2 ≫ J3 we find the following
expression for the energy (to the leading order in J3
Jtot
)
E = Jtot +
λ
Jtot
(f
(0)
1 + f
(1)
1
J3
Jtot
+ ...) + ... . (1.6)
Note that the expression (1.4) for the circular three-spin solution of [2] is thus a special
case of (1.6).5 One of our aims will be to compute the value of the coefficient f
(1)
1 for
4This number has a simple origin in terms of values of elliptic functions as mentioned at the end
of Section 3.3.
5Let us mention that a reason for considering linear in J3 terms in E (i.e. leading deformations
of the two-spin expressions) is that the corresponding leading terms in SYM anomalous dimensions
may be possible to compute by using a perturbation theory near the Heisenberg model Hamiltonian
corresponding to the two-spin case, i.e. to the anomalous dimension matrix for the operators in the
[J2, J1 − J2, J2] irrep.
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various three-spin solutions. In particular, we will find in Section 3 that the folded
string solution that generalizes the J1 = J2, J3 = 0 solution of [4] has f
(1)
1 = 4.79....
One may try to find also folded string solutions with J1 = J2 = J3, which should
have less energy than the circular solution of [2]. Though the latter is stable for
J1 = J2 = J3, it is likely to be only a local minimum of the energy, i.e. there may be
another J1 = J2 = J3 solution with less energy.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we shall present the
ansatz for the general three-spin S5 rotating string solution and explain its relation
to the Neumann integrable system. This will allow us to reduce the problem to a pair
of first-order differential equations for the two coordinates of S2 related to 5-th order
polynomial defining a hyperelliptic curve of genus 2.
In Section 3.1 we shall argue that to obtain a non-trivial folded string solution
with the three non-zero spins the string must be “bent” (i.e. two coordinates of S2
should have a different number of folding points). In Section 3.2 we shall derive the
general system of equations that governs the form of the subleading (or “one-loop”)
term f1 in the expression (1.2) for the energy of the bent string. An equivalent system
is expected to follow from the thermodynamic limit of the algebraic Bethe ansatz for
the SO(6) spin chain determining the one-loop anomalous dimensions on the SYM
side [19, 21]. In Section 3.3 we shall study this system in expansion in small J3 and
determine the coefficient f
(1)
1 in (1.6) in the special case of perturbation near two-spin
folded string solution of [4] with J1 = J2.
Section 4 will be devoted to a different class of three-spin solutions which will have
higher energy than folded bent strings for the same values of Ji. Using a combination
of analytic and numerical methods we shall again determine the form of the leading
correction f1 in (1.2) in this case.
In Section 5 we shall consider a two-spin solution of a circular type that generalizes
the circular solution of [1] to the case of unequal S5 spins (J1, J2). We shall show that,
just in the case of the two-spin folded string in [4], the first subleading term in the
corresponding expression for the energy matches precisely the one-loop anomalous
dimensions of a set of SYM operators with SU(4) Dynkin labels [J2, J1−J2, J2] which
correspond to solutions of the Bethe ansatz equations in [3] with all Bethe roots lying
on the imaginary axis. This complements the results in [3, 4], providing another
remarkable test of the AdS/CFT correspondence.
Similar solutions describing string spinning in AdS5 directions can be analysed
in much the same way as described in Section 6. In fact, most of the SO(6) case
equations have a direct analog in the SO(2,4) case or are related by an analytic
continuation.
In Appendix A we shall explain how the general solution of the Neumann model
can be written in terms of θ-functions defined on the Jacobian of a hyperelliptic genus
2 Riemann surface [16]. Appendix B will contain a list of integrals used in Section 3. In
6In general, there may be several local minima, i.e. stable solutions with the same quantum
numbers.
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Appendix C we shall study the vanishing of other (“non-Cartan”) components of the
SO(6) angular momentum tensor for different three-spin solutions which is crucial [1]
for their consistent semiclassical quantum state interpretation (and thus a possibility
to establish a correspondence with particular SYM operators with the same quantum
numbers). In Appendix D we shall describe the two-spin solution corresponding to
the straight folded string without bend points. We will show that such string solution
does not allow a deformation towards a non-zero third spin component.
2 Reduction of O(6) sigma-model to the
Neumann system
2.1 Rotating string ansatz and integrals of motion
Let us consider the bosonic part of the classical closed string propagating in the
AdS5 × S5 space-time. The world-sheet action in the conformal gauge is
I = −
√
λ
4π
∫
dτdσ [G(AdS5)mn (x)∂ax
m∂axn + G(S
5)
pq (y)∂ay
p∂ayq] ,
√
λ ≡ R
2
α′
. (2.1)
The two metrics have the standard form in terms of the 5+5 “angular” coordinates:
(ds2)AdS5 = − cosh2 ρ dt2 + dρ2 + sinh2 ρ (dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2 + cos2 θ dϕ2) , (2.2)
(ds2)S5 = dγ
2 + cos2 γ dϕ23 + sin
2 γ (dψ2 + cos2 ψ dϕ21 + sin
2 ψ dϕ22) . (2.3)
It is convenient to represent (2.1) as an action for the O(6)×SO(4,2) sigma-model
(we follow the notation of [1])
I =
√
λ
2π
∫
dτdσ(LS + LAdS) , (2.4)
where
LS = −1
2
∂aXM∂
aXM +
1
2
Λ(XMXM − 1) , (2.5)
LAdS = −1
2
ηMN∂aYM∂
aYN +
1
2
Λ˜(ηMNYMYN + 1) . (2.6)
Here XM , M = 1, . . . , 6 and YM , M = 0, . . . , 5 are the the embedding coordinates
of R6 with the Euclidean metric in LS and with ηMN = (−1,+1,+1,+1,+1,−1) in
LAdS respectively. Λ and Λ˜ are the Lagrange multipliers. The action (2.4) is to be
supplemented with the usual conformal gauge constraints.
The embedding coordinates are related to the “angular” ones in (2.2),(2.3) as
follows:
X1+ iX2 = sin γ cosψ e
iϕ1 , X3+ iX4 = sin γ sinψ e
iϕ2 , X5+ iX6 = cos γ e
iϕ3 ,
(2.7)
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Y1+iY2 = sinh ρ sin θ e
iφ , Y3+iY4 = sinh ρ cos θ e
iϕ , Y5+iY0 = cosh ρ e
it . (2.8)
In the next few sections we will be discussing the case when the string is located at the
center of AdS5 and rotating in S
5, i.e. is trivially embedded in AdS5 as Y5+iY0 = e
iκτ
with Y1, ..., Y4 = 0.
The S5 metric has three commuting translational isometries in ϕi which give rise
to three global commuting integrals of motion (spins) Ji. Since we are interested in
the periodic motion with three Ji non-zero it is natural to choose the following ansatz
for XM :
X1 + iX2 = x1(σ) e
iw1τ , X3 + iX4 = x2(σ) e
iw2τ , X5 + iX6 = x3(σ) e
iw3τ , (2.9)
where the real radial functions xi are independent of time and should, as a consequence
of X2M = 1, lie on a two-sphere S
2:
3∑
i=1
x2i = 1 , i = 1, 2, 3 .
Then the spins J1 = J12, J2 = J34, J3 = J56 forming a Cartan subalgebra of SO(6)
are
Ji =
√
λ wi
∫ 2π
0
dσ
2π
x2i (σ) ≡
√
λ Ji . (2.10)
As discussed in [1], to have a consistent semiclassical string state interpretation of
these configurations one should look for solutions for which all other components of
the SO(6) angular momentum tensor JMN vanish.
The space-time energy E of the string (related to a generator of the compact
SO(2) subgroup of SO(4,2)) is simply
E =
√
λ κ ≡
√
λ E . (2.11)
The only non-trivial Virasoro constraint is then (dot and prime are derivatives over
τ and σ)
κ2 = X˙MX˙M +X
′
MX
′
M . (2.12)
As a consequence of this relation the energy becomes a function of the SO(6) spins:
E = E(J1, J2, J3) . (2.13)
On the string theory side of the AdS/CFT duality the problem is thus to classify the
solutions of the string sigma-model subject to the Virasoro constraints with further
determination of their space-time energy as a function of the spins. Below we shall
derive a closed system of equations which, in principle, allows one to find the energy
as a function of the spins for generic three-spin solutions and therefore to determine
the dimensions of the corresponding gauge theory operators.
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Substituting the ansatz (2.9) into the SO(6) Lagrangian (2.5) we get the following
1-d (“mechanical”) system
L =
1
2
3∑
i=1
(x′2i − w2i x2i ) +
1
2
Λ(
3∑
i=1
x2i − 1) . (2.14)
It describes an n = 3 dimensional harmonic oscillator constrained to remain on a unit
n− 1 = 2 sphere. This is the special case of the n-dimensional Neumann dynamical
system [13] which is known to be integrable [14].
The Virasoro constraint implies that the energy H of the Neumann system is given
by
H =
1
2
3∑
i=1
(x′2i + w
2
i x
2
i ) =
1
2
κ2 . (2.15)
Solving the equation of motion for the Lagrange multiplier Λ we obtain the following
non-linear equations for xi:
x′′i = −w2i xi − xi
3∑
j=1
(
x′2j − w2jx2j
)
. (2.16)
The canonical momenta conjugate to xi are
πi = x
′
i ,
3∑
i=1
πixi = 0 .
One can think about this dynamical system as being originally defined on the cotan-
gent bundle T ∗R3 . Imposing the constraints reduces the phase space to T ∗S2. The
Dirac bracket obtained from the canonical structure {πi, xj} = δij is
{πi, πj}D = xiπj − xjπi , {πi, xj}D = δij − xixj , {xi, xj}D = 0 . (2.17)
One can check that (2.16) follows from the Poisson structure (2.17) and the Hamil-
tonian
H =
1
2
3∑
i=1
(π2i + w
2
i x
2
i ) (2.18)
supplemented with the two constraints
∑3
i=1 x
2
i = 1,
∑3
i=1 πixi = 0.
The crucial point allowing to solve this model is that the n-dimensional (n = 3 in
the present case) Neumann system has the following n integrals of motion [22]:
Fi = x
2
i +
∑
j 6=i
(xiπj − xjπi)2
w2i − w2j
,
n∑
i=1
Fi = 1 . (2.19)
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In the present case n = 3 and thus only two of the three integrals of motion are
independent. Moreover, these integrals are in involution with respect to the Poisson
bracket (2.17) and the Hamiltonian is
H =
1
2
3∑
i=1
w2iFi . (2.20)
Thus, any two of these three integrals of motion are enough to integrate this dynamical
system since the motion occurs on a surface of constant integrals.
In order to find the relevant closed string solutions we need also to impose the
periodicity conditions on xi:
xi(σ) = xi(σ + 2π) , (2.21)
i.e. we are interested in “periodic” version of the Neumann model.
2.2 First-order system for the ellipsoidal coordinates
It is convenient to describe the phase space of this model in terms of independent
2+2 canonical variables rather than the 3+3 constrained variables xi, πi. One natural
coordinate system on a two-sphere is the angular (γ, ψ) one implied by (2.7) and
(2.9):
x1 = sin γ cosψ , x2 = sin γ sinψ , x3 = cos γ . (2.22)
However, if all the frequencies wi are different and so the Hamiltonian is not spheri-
cally symmetric, it appears advantageous to use the so called ellipsoidal coordinates
[15]. The ellipsoidal coordinates are introduced as the two real roots ζ1 and ζ2 of the
following quadratic equation
x21
ζ − w21
+
x22
ζ − w22
+
x23
ζ − w23
= 0 . (2.23)
Assuming w1 < w2 < w3 we can define the range of ζa (a = 1, 2) as
w21 ≤ ζ1 ≤ w22 ≤ ζ2 ≤ w23 . (2.24)
With this range ζa cover
1
8
-th of the two-sphere corresponding to xi ≥ 0. One can
think of the whole sphere as covering the domain (2.24) and branching along its
boundary. For xi ≥ 0 we have
x1 =
√√√√(ζ1 − w21)(ζ2 − w21)
w221w
2
31
, x2 =
√√√√(w22 − ζ1)(ζ2 − w22)
w221w
2
32
, (2.25)
x3 =
√√√√(w23 − ζ1)(w23 − ζ2)
w231w
2
32
, w2ij ≡ w2i − w2j . (2.26)
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One can check that
∑3
i=1 x
2
i = 1, i.e. we indeed get a parametrization of a two-sphere.
Substituting now this parametrization for xi into eq. (2.14) we get the following
sigma-model Lagrangian
L =
1
2
gab(ζ) ζ
′
aζ
′
b − U(ζ) , (2.27)
where the non-zero components of the two-sphere metric are
g11 =
ζ2 − ζ1
4(ζ1 − w21)(w22 − ζ1)(w23 − ζ1)
, g22 =
ζ2 − ζ1
4(ζ2 − w21)(ζ2 − w22)(w23 − ζ2)
, (2.28)
and the potential U is very simple
U =
1
2
(w21 + w
2
2 + w
2
3 − ζ1 − ζ2) . (2.29)
Note that in the domain (2.24) the metric gab is non-negative.
Expressing the integrals of motion (2.19) in terms of ζa one finds a system of two
1-st order equations which can also be obtained by solving directly the associated
Hamiltonian-Jacobi problem
(
dζ1
dσ
)2
= −4 P (ζ1)
(ζ2 − ζ1)2 ,
(
dζ2
dσ
)2
= −4 P (ζ2)
(ζ2 − ζ1)2 . (2.30)
Here the function P (ζ) is a 5-th order polynomial
P (ζ) = (ζ − w21)(ζ − w22)(ζ − w23)(ζ − b1)(ζ − b2) . (2.31)
The parameters b1, b2 are the two constants of motion which can be expressed in terms
of integrals Fi in (2.19) by solving the system of equations
b1 + b2 = (w
2
2 + w
2
3)F1 + (w
2
1 + w
2
3)F2 + (w
2
1 + w
2
2)F3 ,
b1b2 = w
2
2w
2
3F1 + w
2
1w
2
3F2 + w
2
1w
2
2F3 . (2.32)
In terms of variables bi the Hamiltonian (2.15) reads as
H =
1
2
(
w21 + w
2
2 + w
2
3 − b1 − b2
)
=
1
2
κ2 =
1
2
E2 . (2.33)
In what follows we shall assume that
b1 ≤ b2 . (2.34)
In this case (2.30) implies that
b1 ≤ ζ1 ≤ b2 , b2 ≤ ζ2 . (2.35)
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Let us note also that the polynomial P (ζ) in (2.31) can be interpreted as defining a
hyperelliptic curve of genus 2
s2 + P (ζ) = 0 , (2.36)
with s and ζ being two complex coordinates. Thus, we have found that the most
general three-spin string solutions are naturally associated with hyperelliptic curves.
The system (2.30) allows one to achieve the full separation of the variables: di-
viding one equation in (2.30) by the other one can integrate, e.g., ζ2 in terms of ζ1
and then obtain a closed equation for ζ1 as the function of σ. In finding the solutions
we need also to take into account the periodicity conditions (2.21) now viewed as
conditions on ζ1, ζ2.
The spins Ji =
√
λ Ji in (2.10) expressed in terms of ζ1, ζ2 satisfy the following
relations J1
w1
+
J2
w2
+
J3
w3
= 1 , (2.37)
w1J1 + w2J2 + w3J3 = w21 + w22 + w23 −
∫ 2π
0
dσ
2π
(ζ1 + ζ2) , (2.38)
J1
w31
+
J2
w32
+
J3
w33
=
1
w21w
2
2w
2
3
∫ 2π
0
dσ
2π
ζ1ζ2 . (2.39)
To find the energy (2.11) in terms of the spins Ji we need to express the frequencies
wi and the Neumann integrals of motion parameters ba in terms of Ji and use (2.33).
After finding a periodic solution of (2.30), this reduces to the problem of computing
the two independent integrals on the r.h.s. of eqs. (2.38) and (2.39).
2.3 Moduli space of the multi-spin string solutions
We are thus interested in finding periodic finite-energy solitonic solutions of O(6)
sigma model defined on a 2-cylinder that carry three global charges Ji. They can be
parametrised by the three frequencies wi (or Ji) as well by the two integrals of motion
ba. The five parameters (wi, ba) may be viewed as coordinates on a moduli space of
these solitons.
Because of the closed string periodicity condition in σ, general solutions will be
classified by two integer “winding number” parameters na which will be related to wi
and ba after solving the periodicity condition (2.21). In general, there will be several
different solutions for given values of J1, J2, J3, i.e. the energy of the string E will be
a function not only of J1, J2, J3 but also of the values of na.
Depending on the values of these parameters (i.e. location in the moduli space)
one may find different geometric types of the resulting rotating string solutions. In
particular, the string may be “folded” (with topology of an interval) or “circular”
(with topology of a circle). A folded string may be straight (as in the one- and two-
spin examples considered in [6] and [4]) or bent (at one or several points) as in the
general three-spin case discussed below in Section 3. A “circular” string may have
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the form of a round circle as in the two-spin and three-spin solutions of [1, 2] or a
more general “bent circle” shape as in the three-spin solutions of Section 4 below.
Before turning to the S5 rotation case, it is useful to review how these different
string shapes appear in the case of a closed string rotating in flat R1,5 Minkowski
space. In orthogonal gauge, string coordinates are given by solutions of free 2-d
wave equation, i.e. by combinations of ein(τ±σ), subject to the standard constraints
X˙2 + X ′2 = 0, X˙X ′ = 0. For a closed string rotating in the two orthogonal spatial
planes 12 and 34 and moving along the 5-th spatial direction we find (cf. (2.9))
X0 = κτ , X1+iX2 = x1(σ) e
iw1τ , X3+iX4 = x2(σ) e
iw2τ , X5 = p5τ , (2.40)
with
w1 = n1 , w2 = n2 , x1 = a1 sin(n1σ) , x2 = a2 sin[n2(σ + σ0)] . (2.41)
Here σ0 is an arbitrary integration constant, and na are arbitrary integer numbers
and the conformal gauge constraint implies that
κ2 = p25 + n
2
1a
2
1 + n
2
2a
2
2 . (2.42)
Then the energy, the two spins and the 5-th component of the linear momentum are
E =
κ
α′
, J1 =
n1a
2
1
2α′
, J2 =
n2a
2
2
2α′
, P5 =
p5
α′
, (2.43)
i.e.
E =
√
p25 +
2
α′
(n1J1 + n2J2) . (2.44)
To get the two-spin states on the leading Regge trajectory (having minimal energy
for given values of the two non-zero spins) one is to choose n1 = n2 = 1 with σ0 =
π
2
.
The shape of the string depends on the values of σ0 and n1, n2. If σ0 is irrational
then the string always has a “circular” (loop-like) shape. In general, the “circular”
string will not be lying in one plane, i.e. will have one or several bends. For rational
values of σ0 the string can be either circular or folded, depending on the values of
n1, n2.
Consider as the first example the case of σ0 = 0. If n1 = n2 the string is folded
and straight, i.e. have no bends. Indeed, then X1 + iX2 is proportional to X3 + iX4
and thus one may put the string in a single 2-plane by a global O(4) rotation. If
both n1 and n2 are either even or odd and different then the string is folded and has
several bends (in the 13 and 24 planes). For example, if n2 = 3n1 then the folded
string is wound n1 times and has two bends (in this case x2 = x1(4x
2
1 − 3)).
Next let us consider the case of σ0 =
π
2n2
. If n1 = n2 the string is an ellipsoid,
becoming a round circle in the special case of a1 = a2 [1]. The string is also circular
if n1 is even and n2 is odd. If, however, n1 is odd and n2 is even the string is folded.
For example, if n2 = 2n1 then the folded string is wound n1 times and has a single
bend at one point (in this case x2 = 1− 2x21).
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The structure of the soliton string solutions in curved S5 case is analogous. Indeed,
the equations of motion of the Neumann system are linearized on the Jacobian of
the hyperelliptic curve (2.36). The image of the string in the Jacobian whose real
connected part is identified with the Liouville torus can wind around two non-trivial
cycles with the winding numbers n1 and n2 respectively (see Appendix A).
Fig.1: Image of a physical string at fixed moment of time in the Jaco-
bian (the Liouville torus). The string winds around the fundamental
cycles with winding numbers n1 and n2.
The size and the shape of the Liouville torus are governed by the moduli (wi, ba).
Specifying the winding numbers n1, n2, two of the five parameters (wi, ba) are then
uniquely determined by the periodicity conditions. The actual shape of the physical
string at fixed moment of time lying on two-sphere will depend on the numbers n1, n2
and on the remaining moduli parameters and may be of (bent) folded type or of
circular type.
Let us now study the folded and circular string solutions in turn.
3 Folded string solutions
3.1 Folded bent strings with three spins
Our aim here will be to analyse folded string solutions of (2.30). We shall see that to
have three non-zero spins the folded string must be bent at least at one point.
By definition, a folded closed string configuration is such that for all of the coor-
dinates XM(σ, τ) = XM(2π − σ, τ), i.e. X ′M(0, τ) = X ′M(π, τ) = 0 (we choose σ = π
as a middle point). In the case of our rotating ansatz (2.9) this leads to
xi(σ) = xi(2π − σ) , x′i(0) = x′i(π) = 0, i = 1, 2, 3 .
If x′i vanishes for all i only at the two points, then the string has no bends. Such
straight folded string can carry only one non-trivial component of the spin in flat
space, but in the case of rotation in S5 it may carry two non-zero spins [4].
To analyse when the folded string can carry three non-zero spins let us use the
angular (ψ, γ) parametrization of two-sphere formed by xi (2.22). Let us consider a
folded string stretched along γ and ψ,
−ψ0 ≤ ψ(σ) ≤ ψ0 , π
2
− γ0 ≤ γ(σ) ≤ π
2
+ γ0 , (3.1)
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and assume that
ψ(
π
2
) = ψ(
3π
2
) = 0 , ψ(0) = −ψ(π) = ψ0, ψ′(0) = ψ′(π) = 0 , (3.2)
γ(
π
2
) = γ(
3π
2
) =
π
2
, γ(0) =
π
2
− γ0 , γ(π) = π
2
+ γ0 , γ
′(0) = γ′(π) = 0 .
(3.3)
This configuration is a folded string without bends. The case with two spins consid-
ered in [4] corresponds to γ0 = 0, so one may expect that to have a string with a small
non-zero J3 one needs to consider a case with small γ0. However, it is possible to see
that this no-bend case is not a genuine three-spin case – there is a global SO(3) rota-
tion that can be used to eliminate J3. Indeed, for a consistent semiclassical state inter-
pretation one has to check that only three components, J1 ≡ J12, J2 ≡ J34, J3 ≡ J56
of the SO(6) angular momentum are nonvanishing. Assuming that the above string
configuration exists when all the frequencies wi are different, the angular momentum
conservation of J36 requires the vanishing of the following integral (cf. (2.22))∫ 2π
0
dσ x2(σ) x3(σ) =
∫ 2π
0
dσ sin γ cos γ sinψ . (3.4)
However, it is easy to see that for the folded string configuration (3.3) the integrand
here is positive for any value of σ. Thus J36 (and also J45) do not vanish. We conclude,
therefore, that for the case of all wi different, the above string solution does not exist.
Now consider the case w2 = w3. As soon as w2 = w3, one can rotate the folded
string to place it entirely on the equator (γ = π
2
) of S2 inside S5. Then x3(σ) = 0
and J3 = 0 for the transformed configuration. The conclusion is therefore that the
folded straight string configuration can only correspond to a two-spin case, i.e. the
periodicity conditions should imply w3 = w2.
The reason why in the no-bend case one is able to rotate the string by a global
SO(3) transformation to set γ = π
2
is that the folded string should be stretching along
a geodesic (i.e. some oblique big circle) of S2 (ψ, γ) part of S5. This follows from
the fact that both of the derivatives γ′ and ψ′ vanish only at the same (two ending)
points (σ = 0, π) of the folded string (having a wiggle or a bend at some intermediate
point of the string would mean the vanishing of one of the derivatives ψ′ or γ′ there).
We conclude that to find a non-trivial folded string solution with three spins we
need to admit a possibility of bends, i.e. the points on the string where one of the
two coordinates has zero σ derivative while the other does not (see also Appendix
D). For example, if γ′ changes its sign not only at σ = 0, π but also at some 2n other
points while ψ′ does not that would mean one has n folds in γ but only one fold in
ψ, implying the existence of n bend points. In what follows we will be considering
the simplest and most symmetric case of a single bend point located in the middle of
the folded string, i.e. with γ′ vanishing at σ0 =
π
2
and σ0 =
3π
2
; such configuration is
expected to have minimal energy for given values of the three spins.
To have a folded string with a single bend we will thus require
x′i(0) = x
′
i(π) = 0 , x
′
3(
π
2
) = x′3(
3π
2
) = 0 .
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In terms of the coordinates ζ1 and ζ2 in (2.25) these conditions can be satisfied if
ζ1(
π
2
) = ζ1(
3π
2
) = w22 , ζ
′
1(
π
2
) = ζ ′1(
3π
2
) = 0 . (3.5)
In view of equations (2.30) the second condition is equivalent to
ζ2(
π
2
) = ζ2(
3π
2
) = b2 . (3.6)
The conditions (3.5), (3.6) mean that there should exist 4 points σ1, ..., σ4 located as
0 < σ1 <
π
2
,
π
2
< σ2 < π , π < σ3 = 2π− σ2 < 3π
2
,
3π
2
< σ4 = 2π− σ1 < 2π
(3.7)
at which ζ2 = w3, and x3 = 0. Passing through these points x3 changes its sign. The
exact positions of σ1, ..., σ4 are determined by the values of the parameters wi and ba
of the solution. Note that the middle of the folded string at σ = π
2
, 3π
2
is not located
at x1 = 1, x2 = x3 = 0. Thus, at σ = 0 we have ζ1 = b1 and ζ2 = b2. Increasing σ,
both ζ1 and ζ2 increase until at σ = σ1 the coordinate ζ2 reaches the point w
2
3. Then
ζ ′2 changes its sign and ζ2 begins to decrease. At σ =
π
2
the coordinate ζ1 becomes
w22 and ζ2 reaches the turning point b2. Next, ζ1 begins to decrease and ζ2 begins to
increase until at σ = σ2 the coordinate ζ2 reaches the point w
2
3 where ζ
′
2 changes its
sign again. After that both ζ1 and ζ2 decrease and at σ = π they reach the turning
points ζ1 = b1 and ζ2 = b2 (see Fig.2).
A
B
CD
x 3
x 1
x 2
Fig.2: Bent string. The point A corresponds to σ = π
2
, 3π
2
, the point B -
to σ = σ1, 2π−σ1 and the points C and D are the turning points where
σ = 0 and σ = π. The turning points C and D are symmetric w.r.t. to
the plane 13. When b2 → w23 the bend point A tends to equator and
the string itself concentrates around γ = π
2
, i.e. we recover a straight
string representing the two-spin solution.
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Thus, two derivatives ζ ′1 and ζ
′
2 are both positive on the interval 0 < σ < σ1, and
the equations of motion (2.30) take the form
dζ1√
−P (ζ1)
= 2
dσ
ζ2 − ζ1 ,
dζ2√
−P (ζ2)
= 2
dσ
ζ2 − ζ1 . (3.8)
The periodicity conditions (2.21) follow from (3.8) and from the range (2.24), (2.35)
of ζ1, ζ2 (these conditions do not depend on σ1)∫ w2
2
b1
dζ1(ζ2 − ζ1)√
−P (ζ1)
= π , 2
∫ w2
3
b2
dζ2(ζ2 − ζ1)√
−P (ζ2)
= π . (3.9)
The presence of the coefficient 2 in the second equation reflects the fact that we are
considering the single-bend solution. As a consequence of (2.30) we have also the
following relation which is valid for any point σ from the interval 0 ≤ σ ≤ 2π
|dζ1
dζ2
| =
√√√√P (ζ1)
P (ζ2)
. (3.10)
Then ∫ w2
2
c1
dζ1√
−P (ζ1)
=
∫ w2
3
b2
dζ2√
−P (ζ2)
, c1 ≡ ζ1(σ1) , (3.11)
∫ c1
b1
dζ1√
−P (ζ1)
=
∫ w2
3
b2
dζ2√
−P (ζ2)
and, therefore,
2
∫ w2
3
b2
dζ2√
−P (ζ2)
=
∫ w2
2
b1
dζ1√
−P (ζ1)
. (3.12)
The conditions (3.9) and equations of motion for ζ1, ζ2 (3.8) also imply
2
∫ w2
3
b2
ζ2dζ2√
−P (ζ2)
−
∫ w2
2
b1
ζ1dζ1√
−P (ζ1)
= π (3.13)
It will be convenient for the analysis in next subsections to make the following change
of variables ζ1,2 → ξ1,2
ζ1 = w
2
2 − (w22 − b1)ξ1 , ζ2 = w23 − (w23 − b2)ξ2 , (3.14)
Then eqs. (2.30) take the form(
dξ1
dσ
)2
= 4
w221(b2 − w22)
w232
ξ1(1− ξ1)(1− t1ξ1)(1− u1ξ1)(1− v1ξ1)
(1− u1ξ1 − u2ξ2)2 , (3.15)(
dξ2
dσ
)2
= 4
w231(w
2
3 − b1)
w232
ξ2(1− ξ2)(1− t2ξ2)(1− u2ξ2)(1− v2ξ2)
(1− u1ξ1 − u2ξ2)2 . (3.16)
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Here we introduced the parameters
t1 =
w22 − b1
w221
> 0 , u1 = −w
2
2 − b1
w232
< 0 , v1 = −w
2
2 − b1
b2 − w22
< 0 . (3.17)
t2 =
w23 − b2
w231
> 0 , u2 =
w23 − b2
w232
> 0 , v2 =
w23 − b2
w23 − b1
> 0 . (3.18)
3.2 System of equations for the leading correction to the
energy
Let us now concentrate on the case of solutions which have all three spins very large
(1.1). The energy for such solutions is expected to scale as in (1.2). Our aim is to
derive a closed system of equations which allows one to find the leading-order function
f1 in (1.2), thus determining the one-loop (first order in λ) correction to conformal
dimensions of the corresponding dual SYM operators with free-field theory dimension
∆0 = J1 + J2 + J3 in SU(4) irreps with Dynkin labels [J2 − J3, J1 − J2, J2 + J3]. The
same system of equations should then be expected to emerge from the thermodynamic
limit of the algebraic Bethe ansatz for the SO(6) spin chain derived from the SYM
theory [19, 3, 21].
The two-spin case [4] and the relation (2.33) for the energy of the string suggest
that one should look for solutions which have the following moduli parameters
w2i = J 2tot + ωi(
Ji
Jtot ) +O(
1
J 2tot
) , ba = J 2tot + βa(
Ji
Jtot ) +O(
1
J 2tot
) , (3.19)
where
Jtot =
√
λ Jtot =
√
λ (J1 + J2 + J3) , (3.20)
is the total spin of the string. We shall assume that in the large Jtot limit the
“corrections” ωi and βa depend only on the ratios
Ji
Jtot
= Ji
Jtot
. Note that the presence
of a linear O(Jtot) term in ω2i and ba in (3.19) can be ruled out by “parity” (wi → −wi,
etc.) considerations.
Then the relation (2.33) implies that
E2 = J2tot + λ(ω1 + ω2 + ω3 − β1 − β2) +O(
1
Jtot
) , (3.21)
i.e.
E = Jtot +
λ
Jtot
f1(
Ji
Jtot
) +O(
1
J3tot
) , f1 =
1
2
(ω1 + ω2 + ω3 − β1 − β2) . (3.22)
We want therefore to find the expressions for ωi and βa and thus for f1 in terms of
the current ratios Ji
Jtot
.
The five parameters ωi, βi can be found by solving a system of five equations
that follows in the limit Jtot →∞ from the periodicity conditions (3.12) and (3.13),
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equations (2.37)-(2.38), and one of the equations (2.10) expressing spins through the
parameters. This system can be written as follows in terms of the “hyperelliptic”
integrals I10, I20, I11, I21, I22 defined in Appendix B
2I20 = I10 , (3.23)
2I21 = ω32I10 + I11 − π , (3.24)
ω1j1 + ω2j2 + ω3j3 = 0 , ji ≡ Ji
Jtot
, (3.25)
ω1 + ω2 − ω3 + 2
π
[
1
2
ω232I0 + ω32I11 −
1
2
(2I22 − I12)
]
= 0 , (3.26)
j3 =
2t2
π
∫ 1
0
dξ1
dσ
dξ1
(1− u1ξ1) ξ2(ξ1) . (3.27)
Here ωij ≡ ωi − ωj and
dσ
dξ1
=
√
ω32 (1− u1ξ1 − u2ξ2)
2
√
ω21(β2 − ω2)
1√
ξ1(1− ξ1)(1− t1ξ1)(1− u1ξ1)(1− v1ξ1)
, (3.28)
which follows from eq.(3.8). We could use any of the other two equations in (2.10)
instead of eq.(3.27).7 All of the parameters in (3.17),(3.18) and in the above system
of equations depend only on the ratios ji =
Ji
Jtot
= Ji
Jtot
.
Since the integral in (3.27) can not be computed analytically, there are at least two
ways to proceed for a generic three-spin case. One may try to compute this integral
and therefore to solve the whole system (3.23)–(3.27) numerically (see Section 3.4).
One may also try to develop a perturbation theory around the two-spin solution of
[4] assuming that the third spin component J3 is small as compared to the total spin
Jtot. Since the two-spin solution was expressed in terms of the elliptic functions, one
could expect that the same should be true for a perturbative expansion at the vicinity
of the two-spin solution. This is indeed what happens as will be explained in the next
subsection.
3.3 Two-spin solution and small J3 expansion
As was mentioned above, the limit b2 → w23 should correspond to the two-spin so-
lution. In this case the folded string stretches along the equator, i.e. it is straight
(without bends). This limit corresponds to a degeneration of the hyperelliptic curve
(2.36) governing the string dynamics into an elliptic one.
To see explicitly how this happens let us change the variables ζ1,2 → ξ1,2 as in
(3.14). In the limit
ǫ ≡ w23 − b2 → 0
7Let us also note that we cannot use eq.(2.38) to determine the leading order correction f1 because
at this order eq.(2.38) is a consequence of (3.25) and (3.26).
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one finds that t2, u2, v2 → 0 and u1 → v1 so that eqs. (3.15), (3.16) simplify to(
dξ1
dσ
)2
= 4w221ξ1(1− ξ1)(1− t1ξ1) , (3.29)
(
dξ2
dσ
)2
= 4w221(1− u1)
(
1− t1
u1
) ξ2(1− ξ2)
(1− u1ξ1)2 . (3.30)
Now one can recognize in eq.(3.29) the differential equation for the elliptic sn function,
i.e. its solution is
ξ1 = sn
2
(
K(t1)−
√
w221σ, t1
)
. (3.31)
Here K denotes the complete elliptic integral of the first kind.8 In writing eq. (3.31)
we have also used the fact that ξ′1 is negative on the interval 0 < σ <
π
2
and that
ξ1(0) = 1 due to the identity sn(K(t1), t1) = 1. Eq. (3.31) defines an elliptic curve
with modulus t1. Then the second equation (3.30) can be integrated to find ξ2. Note
that in the two-spin case the variable ξ2 is an auxiliary one as the physical coordinates
x1, x2 (x3 = 0, γ =
π
2
) are parametrized in terms of ξ1 only (cf. (2.25),(3.14)). The
simplicity of the two-spin case is thus related to the fact that the equations for ζ1 and
ζ2 decouple when b2 = w
2
3.
To determine the parameters (t1, u1) entering eqs. (3.29) and (3.30) from the
periodicity conditions (3.12) and (3.13) let us study in more detail the relation (3.10).
In general, the latter implies the following two equalities
I1(ζ1) = I2(ζ2) + I2(b2) , b1 ≤ ζ1 ≤ c1 , b2 ≤ ζ2 ≤ w23 , (3.32)
I1(ζ1) = −I2(ζ2) + I2(b2) , c1 ≤ ζ1 ≤ w22 , b2 ≤ ζ2 ≤ w23 , (3.33)
where we have introduced the two period integrals of the Abelian differential of the
first kind:
I1(ζ1) =
∫ w2
2
ζ1
dz√
−P (z)
, I2(ζ2) =
∫ w2
3
ζ2
dz√
−P (z)
. (3.34)
Making the change of integration variable z → w22 − (w22 − b1)ξ1 z for I1, and z →
w23− (w23− b2)ξ2 z for I2, and using (3.14) we obtain a more useful form of I1, I2 given
in Appendix B. In the limit ǫ = w23 − b2 → 0 both integrals can be easily computed
and one finds
I1(ǫ→ 0) = 2Π[u1, arcsin
√
ξ1, t1]√
w221w
2
32(b2 − w22)
, I2(ǫ→ 0) = 2 arcsin
√
ξ2√
w231w
2
32(w
2
3 − b1)
, (3.35)
where Π denotes the incomplete elliptic integral of the third kind. Now (3.32) allows
one to solve for ξ2 in terms of ξ1, namely
ξ2(ξ1) = cos
2
[√
(1− u1)
(
1− t1
u1
)
Π(u1, arcsin
√
ξ1, t1)
]
. (3.36)
8We recall the definitions of the elliptic integrals in Appendix B.
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Since ζa → ba implies that ξa → 1 we find the following transcendental equation
relating the parameters u1 and t1:
Π(u1, t1) = π
√
u1
(1− u1)(u1 − t1) . (3.37)
Then eq. (3.36) can be written as
ξ2(ξ1) = cos
2
[
π
Π(u1, arcsin
√
ξ1, t1)
Π(u1, t1)
]
, (3.38)
This relation is valid for all values of ξ2 from the interval [0, 1]. In particular, one rec-
ognizes that ξ2(1) = ξ2(0) = 1 and ξ2(c1) = 0, where c1 ≈ 0.56862. This dependence
of ξ2 on ξ1 is a reflection of the U -shaped form of our string.
Let us now consider the periodicity condition (3.13):
2I21 − I11 = π (3.39)
where we have introduced the following period integrals of the other Abelian differ-
ential of the first kind:
I11 =
∫ w2
2
b1
zdz√
−P (z)
, I21 =
∫ w2
3
b2
zdz√
−P (z)
. (3.40)
The same change of variables as for (3.32) allows one to compute these integrals in
the limit ǫ→ 0 with the result
πw23√
w231w
2
32(w
2
3 − b1)
− w
2
2
u1
√
w221w
4
32
[
pK(t1) + (u1 − p)Π(u1, t1)
]
=
π
2
. (3.41)
where p =
w2
2
−b1
w2
2
> 0. With the help of (3.37) the last equation reduces to
K(t1) =
π
2
√
w221 . (3.42)
Eqs. (3.37) and (3.42) completely determine the parameters t1, u1 of the two-spin solu-
tion in terms of the frequencies w1, w2. Note that the requirement ξ1(
π
2
) = ξ1(
3π
2
) = 0
produces the same eq. (3.42) for t1.
In the limit ǫ→ 0 we can compute the integral
∫ pi
2
0
(ζ1 + ζ2) dσ =
1
2
(2I22 − I12) , (3.43)
where
I12 =
∫ w2
2
b1
z2dz√
−P (z)
, I22 =
∫ w2
3
b2
z2dz√
−P (z)
. (3.44)
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As a result,
∫ pi
2
0
dσ (ζ1 + ζ2) =
π
2
(w21 + w
2
3) +
√
w221E(t1) , (3.45)
where E is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind. Then in the limit ǫ→ 0
eqs. (2.37) and (2.38) reduce to the following equations
J1
w1
+
J2
w2
= 1 , (3.46)
w1J1 + w2J2 − w22 = −
2
π
√
w221E(t1) , (3.47)
with eq. (2.39) being their consequence. Summarizing, we have shown how the three-
spin hyperelliptic solution degenerates to the two-spin elliptic one, the later being
completely determined by the system (3.37), (3.42), (3.46) and (3.47). The energy of
the two-spin solution is determined from
E2 = κ2 = w21 + w221t1 . (3.48)
In the two-spin case with J1 = J2 ≡ J , J3 = 0 we know that [4]
t1 = 0.826115 + ... , w1 = 2J − 0.272922J , w2 = 2J +
0.272922
J . (3.49)
We can then use (3.37) to determine w3. The result is
u1 = −0.777383 , w232 = 2.32025 , w3 = 2J +
1.70597
2J . (3.50)
Finally, it is now easy to compute the energy of the three-spin string up to the term
linear in j3 ≡ J3Jtot . To this end we should expand the system of equations (3.23)–(3.27)
in ǫ and use the two-spin solution as the zero-order approximation. Then this system
reduces to a linear system which can be readily solved. We find that the parameters
ωi, β1, u1, t1 in (3.17), (3.19) have the following expansion in j3:
ǫ ≡ w23 − b2 = ω3 − β2 = 6.12528 j3 , j3 ≡
J3
Jtot
(3.51)
u1 = −0.777383 + 0.424835 j3 , t1 = 0.826115 + 0.183849 j3 ,
ω1 = −1.09169− 3.86759 j3 , ω2 = 1.09169− 2.95629 j3 ,
ω3 = 3.41194− 0.20351 j3 , β1 = −0.712032− 4.11054j3 .
Using these values of the parameters we find for the energy
E2 = J 2tot + ω1 + ω2 − β1 + ǫ = J 2tot + 0.712032 + 3.41194 j3 , (3.52)
i.e.
E2 = J2tot + 0.712032 λ+ 3.41194
J3
Jtot
λ . (3.53)
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Thus the energy has the form (1.6) with positive coefficients
E = Jtot + 0.356016
λ
Jtot
(
1 + 4.79183
J3
Jtot
)
. (3.54)
The coefficient f
(0)
1 = 0.356016 is the same as in the two-spin solution [4],
9 while
f
(1)
1 = 4.79183 is the string-theory prediction for the term linear in J3 in the one-loop
anomalous dimension of the dual CFT operator.
3.4 Comments on folded string solutions with general values
of J1, J2, J3
Let us now study more general folded string solutions which can be far from the two-
spin configuration. This can be done numerically as follows. One starts with three
values w1, w2, w3 as input parameters and solves the two periodicity conditions (3.12),
(3.13), for the unknowns b1 and b2. Then one determines the parameter c1 = ζ1(π/4)
by solving numerically eq.(3.12) (or, equivalently, eq.(3.11) ). With these values
w1, w2, w3, b1, b2, c1 one can then compute
∫ 2π
0
dσ
2π
(ζ1 + ζ2) =
2
π
∫ w2
3
b2
z2dz√
−P (z)
− 1
π
∫ w2
2
b1
z2dz√
−P (z)
, (3.55)
∫ 2π
0
dσ
2π
ζ1ζ2 =
1
π
∫ w2
2
b1
z z2(z)(z2(z)− z)dz√
−P (z)
(3.56)
and find J1, J2, J3 from eqs. (2.37)-(2.39). The parameters of different solutions ob-
tained in this way are shown in Table 1.
w21 w
2
2 w
2
3 b1 b2 c1 J1 J2 J3 ∆E2
23.52 25.80 28.29 23.87 27.81 24.70 2.20 2.32 0.48 1.06
34.65 36.89 39.40 35.01 39.00 35.82 2.75 2.86 0.38 0.94
47.63 49.88 52.40 47.99 51.97 48.80 3.21 3.32 0.47 0.96
1 4 9 1.14 4.64 2.31 0.26 0.59 1.33 3.45
25 28 33 25.14 28.64 26.31 1.30 1.56 2.55 2.88
49 52 57 49.14 52.64 50.31 1.82 2.13 3.35 2.83
49 53 59 49.06 53.36 50.61 1.50 1.96 3.97 3.42
49 55 64 49.01 55.09 51.33 1.16 1.59 4.96 4.47
49 51 55 49.36 52.27 50.08 2.69 2.18 2.30 1.92
Table 1: Parameters for string configurations with different values of
angular momenta.
9This coefficient has a simple origin: f
(0)
1 =
1
π2
(2t− 1)[K(t)]2, where t = 0.826115 is the (unique)
solution of K(t) = 2E(t).
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The first three entries are cases close to the two-spin case, which are indeed con-
sistent with eq.(3.53) for the energy. The input values of w1, w2, w3 are obtained
from eqs. (3.51) using J3 = 0.5, Jtot = 5 for the first entry, and J3 = 0.4, Jtot = 6,
J3 = 0.5, Jtot = 7, for the second and third entries. According to eq. (3.53), the
perturbation-theory values for the correction to the energy
∆E2 ≡ E2 − J2tot = λ∆E2
found in the expansion in powers of J3
Jtot
are, respectively, ∆E2 ∼= 1.04, ∆E2 ∼= 0.96,
∆E2 ∼= 0.94. They agree with the results in Table 1.
The values of J1, J2, J3 are also in good agreement with direct perturbation theory
results. Small differences are expected, in view of the higher order corrections in
powers of J3
Jtot
and in view of the fact that Jtot is not very large (the results of Table
1 represent summation of all terms in 1
Jtot
expansion, while the (3.53) contains only
the leading correction term). Other cases in Table 1 are far from the two-spin case,
i.e. have J3 of the same order as (or larger than) J1, J2.
In general, a random choice of w1, w2, w3 may not correspond to a folded string
solution. For large Ji, there are no folded string solutions when the w
2
ij are not small
compared to the w2i .
We have considered some cases with the same values of w231, w
2
21, but increasing
values of wi. They exhibit the following interesting fact. The differences b1 −w21 and
b2 − w22, c1 − w21 are always the same. The difference in the energy ∆E2 approaches
some asymptotic value as Ji increase.
10 For the particular entries of Table 1, one
observes that as the differences w2i − w2j increase, b1 gets closer to w21 and b2 gets
closer to w22.
In conclusion, there exist folded string solutions for diverse values of J1, J2, J3.
In the case when J3 is smaller than J1, J2, the numerical calculation reproduces the
perturbation theory results of the previous subsection.
4 Three-spin string solutions of circular type
4.1 String solutions of circular type in ellipsoidal coordinates
Let us start with recalling that our parameters are assumed to satisfy in general the
conditions (2.24),(2.35), i.e.
w21 ≤ ζ1 ≤ w22 ≤ ζ2 ≤ w23 , b1 ≤ ζ1 ≤ b2 ≤ ζ2 . (4.1)
As was discussed in Section 3, to describe a folded string we should consider b1 lying
in the same range as ζ1, and b2 lying in the same range as ζ2, i.e.
w21 ≤ b1 ≤ w22 , w22 ≤ b2 ≤ w23 . (4.2)
10For very large values of Ji the difference ∆E
2 ≡ E2−J2tot should depend only on the ratios JiJtot .
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To find a “circular” string solution we should relax at least one of the conditions
(4.2), i.e. to assume that either b1 or b2 do not belong to the corresponding intervals.
Thus there are two different cases to be considered
I. w21 < b2 < w
2
2 , II. b1 < w
2
1 .
Let us start with the case I. We have then two options for the value of b1:
(i) w21 < b1 < w
2
2 , or (ii) b1 < w
2
1 .
In what follows we shall consider the case (i), because the case (ii) appears to similar
to II.
When w21 ≤ b1 ≤ w22, we have
b1 ≤ ζ1 ≤ b2 , w22 ≤ ζ2 ≤ w23
and there are many different circular string configurations with these values of pa-
rameters. Let us first consider the simplest one corresponding to
b1 = b2 ≡ b , i.e. ζ1 = b .
Making the change of variable ζ2 → ξ2,
ζ2 = w
2
3 − w232ξ2 ,
we get from (2.30) the following equation for ξ2
(
dξ2
dσ
)2
= 4w231ξ2(1− ξ2)(1− tξ2) , t ≡
w232
w231
. (4.3)
Assuming the initial condition ξ2(0) = 0, the solution of this equation is
√
ξ2 = sn
(√
w231σ, t
)
. (4.4)
According to this formula the function
√
ξ2 oscillates between -1 and 1 as σ goes
around the string. Hence, if we want our solution to describe a circular type string
with a winding number n, the real period of the function sn should be equal to
2π
n
√
w231, i.e.
2π
√
w231 = 4nK(t) . (4.5)
We used the fact that the elliptic function 4K is the real period of the function sn.
Since eq.(4.5) appears to be similar to (3.42) it may not be apparent why we are
dealing with strings of circular type rather then with multifolded strings. To clarify
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this point let us write down the expressions for the physical-space coordinates xi in
(2.25):
x1 =
√√√√b− w21
w221
(w231 − w232ξ2
w231
)1/2
, x2 =
√√√√w22 − b
w221
(1− ξ2)1/2 , x3 =
√√√√w23 − b
w231
ξ
1/2
2 .
When ξ2 changes from 0 to 1 all xi remain non-negative. However, x2, x3 can acquire
zero value, i.e. can reach the boundary of the coordinate patch xi ≥ 0 and, therefore,
they may change sign. Change of the sign means that we go to another coordinate
patch on S2. This is indeed the case as one can see by computing the derivatives x′2,3:
One finds that x2 changes its sign when ξ2 crosses 1, while the sign of x3 changes
when ξ2 crosses zero. Thus, the shape of the resulting string configuration appears
to be of a circular type.
Conversely, for the folded string configurations of Section 3, the coordinate x3 is
zero, while x1 remains strictly positive as ξ1 changes from 0 to 1. We see once again
that the shape of the string depends essentially on the relation between the parameters
of the moduli space (cf. Section 2.3) which explicitly occur in the expressions for the
coordinates xi in terms of the variable ξ2: xi = xi(ξ2;wi, ba).
It is useful to note that in the limit w3 → w2 the periodicity condition (4.5)
reduces to w231 = n
2 and thus we recover the circular three-spin solution found in [1]:
√
ξ2 → sn(nσ, 0) = sin nσ . (4.6)
We want to emphasize that neither the solution (4.4) nor the periodicity condition
(4.5) depend on b. This parameter occurs only in the expressions of xi through ξ2
and it tells us how many spins our solution has. For generic b we have a three-spin
solution. A two-spin solution arises in the limit b → w21 (or b → w22). In this limit,
x1 = 0, i.e. J1 = 0, while
x2 =
√
1− ξ2 , x3 =
√
ξ2 . (4.7)
The spins J2 and J3 are then easy to compute
J2 = w2
∫ 2π
0
dσ
2π
(1− ξ2) = w2
t
[
t− 1 + E(t)
K(t)
]
, (4.8)
J3 = w3
∫ 2π
0
dσ
2π
ξ2 =
w3
t
[
1− E(t)
K(t)
]
, (4.9)
where we made use of the explicit solution (4.4). These two equations can be used to
express w2,3 through J2,3, while the parameter t = w
2
32
w2
31
can be found from (4.5). The
energy is then given by
E2 = w22 +
w232
t
. (4.10)
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We will not go here into the detailed analysis of the two-spin circular type solution
above, we will do it in Section 5, where a comparison with the gauge theory results
will be presented.
Let us consider now the limiting case when w3 → w2. We also assume that w21 < b1
and therefore b1 < ζ1 < b2. First we perform the following change of variables
ζ1 = b2 − b21ξ1 , ζ2 = w23 − w232ξ2 , b21 ≡ b2 − b1 .
Then taking the limit w3 → w2 we get from (2.30) the following equations for ξ1, ξ2
(
dξ1
dσ
)2
= 4hξ1(1− ξ1)(1− t1ξ1) , (4.11)
(
dξ2
dσ
)2
= 4h(1− u1)
(
1− t1
u1
) ξ2(1− ξ2)
(1− u1ξ1)2 , (4.12)
where we introduced the parameters
0 < t1 =
b21
b2 − w21
< 1 , u1 = − b21
w22 − b2
< 0 , h = b2 − w21 > 0 . (4.13)
These equations have the same form as (3.29) and (3.30) governing the two-spin
solutions for the folded string but there is an important difference. Now the variable
ξ2 enters the parametrization of the physical coordinates xi:
x21 =
b2 − w21
w221
(1− t1ξ1) , x22 =
w22 − b2
w221
(1− u1ξ1)(1− ξ2) ,
x23 =
w22 − b2
w221
(1− u1ξ1)ξ2 . (4.14)
It is easy to see that the corresponding shape of the string is again of a circular type.
As was pointed out in Section 2.3, generic winding string solitons are parametrized
by two integers (n1, n2). To construct a corresponding solution we assume that the
variable
√
ξ1 oscillates between −1 and 1 with period 2πn1
√
h. As above, this gives an
equation that determines the parameter t1:
K(t1) =
π
2n1
√
h . (4.15)
Then eq.(4.12) can be integrated to give
√
ξ2 = sin
[√
h(1− u1)
(
1− t1
u1
) ∫ σ
0
dσ′
1− u1ξ1(σ′)
]
, (4.16)
where the initial condition ξ2(0) = 0 was assumed.
Suppose now that the variable
√
ξ2 performs n2 oscillations between −1 and 1 as
σ runs from 0 to 2π. For σ = 2π the integral on the r.h.s. of (4.16) can be easily
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evaluated by a change of variables, and we obtain the second elliptic function equation
to determine the parameter u1:
Π(u1, t1) =
π
2
n2
n1
√
u1
(1− u1)(u1 − t1) . (4.17)
Equations (4.15) and (4.17) generalize (3.42) and (3.37) for arbitrary winding numbers
n1 and n2. At this point it should be mentioned that imposition of the relation
w3 = w2 implies that the three spins Ji are not any more independent but rather
satisfy an additional constraint. Indeed, our solution is governed by four parameters
w1, w2, b1, b2 which obey the five equations, three of them determine the spins Ji
through these parameters and the other two are the periodicity conditions (4.15) and
(4.17). Therefore, one of the equations is in fact a constraint for Ji.
The case of the “round-circle” string can be recovered by taking first the limit
t1 → 0 and then u1 → 0. In this double limit eqs. (4.15) and (4.17) reduce to
b2 − w21 = n21 , n1 = n2 . (4.18)
Let us consider now the case II and show that it is quite similar to the case I.
This time we have the following range of parameters
b1 ≤ w21 < w22 < b2 < w23 . (4.19)
and thus
w21 ≤ ζ1 ≤ w22 , b2 ≤ ζ2 ≤ w23 . (4.20)
To demonstrate that we are dealing with string solutions of circular type we consider
the limit b2 → w23. Performing a change of variables
ζ1 = w
2
1 + w
2
21ξ1 , ζ2 = w
2
3 − (w23 − b2)ξ2 . (4.21)
and taking the limit b2 → w23 one obtains the same system of equations (4.11) and
(4.12) parametrised by
t1 = − w
2
21
w21 − b1
< 0 , u1 =
w221
w231
> 0 , h = w21 − b1 > 0. (4.22)
The coordinates xi depend only on the variable ξ1
x1 =
√
ξ1 , x2 =
√
1− ξ1 , x3 = 0 . (4.23)
Applying the same arguments as above we conclude that the form of the string is of
a circular type.
One can easily develop a perturbation theory around the circular type solutions
by using the equations expressing spins through wi and ba. Assuming the same
ansatz for these parameters as in (3.19) one can obtain a system of equations which
should determine the leading-order correction to the energy in (1.2), i.e. a one-loop
anomalous dimension for the corresponding SYM operators. Again, an equivalent
system of equations should follow from the Bethe ansatz approach on the field-theory
side.
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4.2 String solutions of circular type in spherical coordinates
As was already discussed, when all the frequencies wi are different, the ellipsoidal
coordinates allow one to separate the variables and formulate a closed system of
equations that determines the energy E as a function of spins Ji. However, when two
of the three frequencies coincide, the U(1) subgroup of O(3) in (2.1) is restored and
it is useful to adopt the spherical coordinates. To make a contact with [1] in this and
the following subsection we relabel x1 → x3, x3 → x2 and consider the case when
w1 = w2 > w3 . (4.24)
The spherical coordinates are global and thus particularly appropriate for the
study of solutions with non-minimal energy that represent strings of circular type.
Here we shall first present the equations for the spherical coordinates and then relate
them to the above discussion of the circular type strings in the ellipsoidal coordinates.
The equations of motion for the spherical coordinates ψ and γ follow from the
action (2.1) and the metric (2.3), and in the case w1 = w2 take the form
(sin2 γ ψ′)′ = 0 , γ′′ +
1
2
sin 2γ (w213 − ψ′2) = 0 . (4.25)
Then
ψ′ =
c
sin2 γ
, c = const , (4.26)
γ′′ − c2 cos γ
sin3 γ
+
1
2
w213 sin 2γ = 0 , (4.27)
and the conformal gauge constraint reduces to
γ′2 = κ2 − c
2
sin2 γ
− w21 sin2 γ − w23 cos2 γ . (4.28)
This can be rewritten as
x′2 = w213(x
2 − a−)(a+ − x2) , x ≡ x3 = cos γ , (4.29)
where the constants a± are
a± =
1
2w213
[
w213 + w
2
1 − κ2 ±
√
(κ2 − w23)2 − 4c2w213
]
. (4.30)
Clearly, to have two different turning points a− and a+ we have to impose a condition
11
0 < a± ≤ 1. Note also that a+ = 1 for c = 0. The expressions of the integral of
motion c and the energy of the system in terms of the turning points a± are
c2 = w213(1− a+)(1− a−) , κ2 = w21 + (1− a− − a+)w213 . (4.31)
11This implies w3 < w1, w3 < κ.
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To establish a connection with the discussion of the circular type strings in terms of
the ellipsoidal coordinates, we introduce a new variable
ξ =
x2 − a−
a+ − a− .
Then eq. (4.29) takes the same form as (4.11) with parameters
h = a−w
2
13 , t1 = −
a+ − a−
a−
< 0 . (4.32)
As to eq. (4.26), we rewrite it as
ψ′2 =
c2
(1− a−)2
1
(1− u1ξ)2 (4.33)
with
0 < u1 =
a+ − a−
1− a− < 1 . (4.34)
Using (4.31), one can establish a direct correspondence between eq. (4.33) and eq.
(4.12). The periodicity conditions are then given by (4.15), where n1 = 1 and by
(4.17). In this way one recovers the ellipsoidal coordinate description of the circular
type strings.
4.3 Energy of circular type strings
In this subsection we shall find numerical solutions of the periodicity conditions for the
circular strings and calculate their energy in the spacial case of two equal frequencies
(4.24).
Let us define the two “turning” angles γ1, γ2 by
a− = cos
2 γ1 , a+ = cos
2 γ2 ,
so that
c = w13 sin γ1 sin γ2 , w13 =
√
w21 − w23 .
The string extends from γ = γ1 (which is the value closer to the equator point γ =
π
2
)
to γ = γ2.
The string energy can be determined from
E2 = λκ2 = λ[w213(sin
2 γ2 − cos2 γ1) + w21] . (4.35)
Our aim is to express E as a function of J3 and J1 + J2, i.e. of
J3 ≡ J3√
λ
, J ≡ J√
λ
, J ≡ J1 + J2 . (4.36)
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The parameters w1, w13 are given by
w1 =
Jw3
w3 − J3 , w13 = w3
√√√√ J 2
(w3 −J3)2 − 1 , (4.37)
so we have three unknowns w3, γ1, γ2 and three equations:
πw13 = K1(γ1, γ2) ,
J3√
λ
=
w3
πw13
K2(γ1, γ2) , nπ = K3(γ1, γ2) , (4.38)
where K1(γ1, γ2), K2(γ1, γ2), K3(γ1, γ2) are the integrals which in the previous sub-
section where computed in terms of the elliptic functions,
K1(γ1, γ2) =
∫ γ2
γ1
dγ
sin γ√
(cos2 γ2 − cos2 γ)(cos2 γ − cos2 γ1)
, (4.39)
K2(γ1, γ2) =
∫ γ2
γ1
dγ
sin γ cos2 γ√
(cos2 γ2 − cos2 γ)(cos2 γ − cos2 γ1)
, (4.40)
K3(γ1, γ2) = sin γ1 sin γ2
∫ γ2
γ1
dγ
(sin γ)−1√
(cos2 γ2 − cos2 γ)(cos2 γ − cos2 γ1)
. (4.41)
The system (4.38) can be reduced to a system of two equations and two unknowns
γ1, γ2 by noting that
J3
w3
=
K2(γ1, γ2)
K1(γ1, γ2)
.
Using (4.37), the second and third equations of (4.38) become:
nπ = K3(γ1, γ2) , K2(γ1, γ2) = πJ3
√√√√ J 2
J 23 [K1(γ1,γ2)K2(γ1,γ2) − 1]2
− 1 (4.42)
These can be solved numerically for γ1, γ2. Note that for large J3 the square root
on the right hand side of the second equation must be very small. This gives a hint
for the values of the parameters γ1, γ2 which solve these equations. We shall always
consider the case when J3, J≫ 1.
The general features which result from numerical analysis are the following. The
above system has solutions for all possible n = 1, 2, 3, .... For given n, there is a
minimal value of J3/J. A lower bound can be obtained for large n. For n ≫ 1, K3
must be large, which implies that the angles γ1, γ2 are close to
π
2
. In this region, one
can approximate the integrals, leading to the bound J3/J > 1/4n
2.
When J3/J is small, the solution has maximum eccentricity, with γ1 near π/2 and
γ2 near 0. As J3/J increases, the angle γ1 increases and γ2 decreases, until some
critical value of J3/J where γ1 = γ2. For higher values of J3/J, there is no solution.
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At the critical value, one has a circular string. Indeed, since γ(σ) in this case is
constant, then
ψ′ = n = const
and the solution reduces to the round-circle string solution of [1, 2]. The critical
value of J3/J depends on n. To compute it, we take the limit γ2 → γ1 and large J3
of the equations in (4.42). This implies J
J3
→ K1
K2
− 1. For γ1 = γ2 ≡ γ0, one has
K2/K1 → cos2 γ0, and K3 → π/(2 cos γ0), so the equations become
cos γ0 =
1
2n
, tan2 γ0 =
J
J3
. (4.43)
One also has w13 = n. The second equation can also be written as sin
2 γ0 = J/(J+J3),
which coincides with the expression for the angle γ0 of the circular solutions obtained
in [2]. The first equation cos γ0 =
1
2n
implies that for given n, there is a single value
of J/J3 which gives circular solutions
J
J3
= 4n2 − 1 . (4.44)
This is in contrast to [2], where there are circular solutions for any J/J3 at fixed n. The
origin of this extra condition can be traced back to the condition K1 = πw13 coming
from imposing periodicity of γ(σ). In the circular solution of [2] with γ = γ0 =const,
the condition cos γ0 = 1/(2n) does not appear, since constant γ is already periodic
without need to impose extra conditions. The origin of this extra condition can also
be understood by considering perturbations around the γ =const solution. Expanding
ψ = nσ + ψ˜(σ), γ(σ) = γ0 + γ˜(σ), and substituting into the general equation (4.27),
we find to first order
γ˜′′ + (2n cos γ0)
2γ˜ = 0 . (4.45)
This has solution γ˜(σ) = a sin(mσ), m ≡ 2n cos γ0. Imposing periodicity of γ1, we
find that m must be an integer. The solution with a single winding in γ is in fact
m = 1, or cos γ0 = 1/(2n), which is precisely the condition obtained above by taking
the limit γ2 → γ1 on the general solution.
Thus, for a given winding n in ψ(σ), there exist perturbations of the round-circle
solutions only if a circular string is located at a special angle cos γ0 = 1/(2n) (i.e.
for special values of J/J3): only such discrete set of circular strings admit regular
deformations.
Returning to the general case, an important feature of the solution is that in the
infinite J3, J limit with fixed J/J3, the correction to the energy
∆E2 ≡ E2 − (J + J3)2 , ∆E2 = λ−1∆E2
is a function (as in (3.21)) of the ratio J/J3 only
E2 = (J + J3)
2 + λ f(
J
J3
) . (4.46)
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Just as in the folded string case in Section 3.2, this limit effectively singles out the
leading correction to the energy (4.35) (cf. (1.2))
E = J + J3 +
λ
2(J + J3)
f(
J
J3
) + ... (4.47)
A summary of numerical results for n = 1 is given in Table 2.
J J3 JJ3 γ1 γ2 ∆E2
925 100 9.25 1.57061 0.17367 1.316
900 100 9 1.57055 0.17874 1.291
850 100 8.5 1.57038 0.18987 1.242
600 75 8 1.57010 0.20253 1.194
400 50 8 1.57010 0.20253 1.194
525 75 7 1.56879 0.23406 1.097
350 50 7 1.56879 0.23406 1.097
1500 250 6 1.56485 0.27827 1.002
500 100 5 1.56894 0.34622 0.910
450 100 4.5 1.56740 0.39740 0.866
2000 500 4 1.56427 0.47176 0.824
800 200 4 1.56427 0.47176 0.824
700 200 3.5 1.43237 0.59732 0.785
1500 500 3 1.04763 1.04677 0.750
Table 2: Energies of string configurations with n = 1, lying between
angles γ1 and γ2. A few cases with equal J/J3 are included to illustrate
explicitly that for these large values of J, J3 the angles and energies
depend only on the ratio J/J3.
For J/J3 = 3, we see that the angles γ1 and γ2 are nearly equal. This means that
γ is approximately constant, so this is the case of the circular string mentioned above
lying at γ = 1.0476 = 0.3334 π ≈ π
3
.
For the circular string solution with ψ′ = n const, the energy and the angle γ are
given by [2]
E2circ = (J + J3)
2 +
λn2J
J + J3
+ ... , sin2 γ0 =
J
J + J3
+ ... , (4.48)
where dots stand for terms which vanish at large J3, J. In the case J/J3 = 3, n = 1,
we find ∆E2circ = 0.75, and γ0 = π/3, which is in full agreement with the case J/J3 = 3
of Table 2.
As a function of J/J3, ∆E
2 can be roughly approximated by a straight line. A
more accurate fitting is by adding a (J/J3)
2 correction (see fig. 3):
∆E2 = f( J
J3
) ∼= c0 + c1 J
J3
+ c2
J2
J23
, (4.49)
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c0 ∼= 0.524 , c1 ∼= 0.068 , c2 = 0.0002 . (4.50)
This formula has a different structure as compared to the round-circle case, eq. (4.48).12
The string configurations are in general very different. In particular, as explained
above, for given n there is a minimum value of J3/J, so these solutions do not include
the circular solution with J3 = 0 surrounding the equator γ = π/2 as a limit. The
present solution with single (n = 1) winding exists only for J/J3 lying in the interval
between the minimal value at J/J3 = 3 and maximal value J/J3 ∼= 10.
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Fig.3: Fitting of ∆E2 as a function of J/J3 by ∆E2 = c0 + c1 JJ3 + c2 J
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J2
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.
As a result, we get the following expansion for the energy of the corresponding
string state with charges J and J3:
E = J + J3 +
λ
2(J + J3)
(c0 + c1
J
J3
+ c2
J2
J23
) +O(λ2) (4.51)
Let us comment on solutions with higher winding numbers.13 For n = 2 the critical
value at which the string becomes circular is J/J3 = 4n
2−1 = 15, and γ0 = 1.32 (this
can be compared with the value γ0 = π/3 ∼= 1.047 appearing at n = 1, J/J3 = 3). For
n = 3, the critical value is J/J3 = 35, and γ0 = 1.40, etc. The larger is n, the angles
γ1, γ2 get closer to the value γ = π/2. In particular, for n = 2 one has solutions with:
(i) J/J3 = 10, γ1 = 1.559, γ2 = 0.791, ∆E2 ∼= 3.62;
(ii) J/J3 = 12, γ1 = 1.495, γ2 = 1.053, ∆E2 ∼= 3.69.
12It is also possible to fit the data in terms of an expansion in, say, J/Jtot or J3/Jtot, Jtot = J+J3.
The formula (4.49) is given as a simple book-keeping of the numerical data.
13In general, one expects that for a string with fixed shape (which requires fixed γ1, γ2) the energy
grows as ∆E2 ∼ n2.... In the present case, different winding numbers give different angles γ1, γ2, so
this simple n2 dependence does not appear.
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The case (i) may be compared with the case J/J3 = 4 in Table 1. For a similar
value of γ1, the string is closer to the equator, i.e. the higher is n, the less is the
eccentricity of the circular string.
5 Circular string with two angular momenta:
A non-trivial test of AdS/CFT duality
Here we would like to complement the work of Ref. [4], which considered the case
of the folded string solution with two spins in S5, by discussing the analogous case
of the circular type two-spin solution and comparing it with the corresponding SYM
results of [3].
In Section 4 of Ref. [3] a set of SYM operators with SU(4) Dynkin labels
[J2, J1 − J2, J2] was found, whose one-loop anomalous dimensions correspond to so-
lutions of the Bethe equations with all Bethe roots lying on the imaginary axis. The
one-loop anomalous dimension was determined to be
∆ = J1 + J2 +
λ
2Jtot
f(ǫ) , ǫ ≡ 1
2
− J2
Jtot
=
J1 − J2
2(J1 + J2)
, (5.1)
where
f(ǫ) = 1 + 8 ǫ2 + 24 ǫ4 + 96 ǫ6 + 408 ǫ8 + ... (5.2)
Our aim here is to demonstrate that the corresponding dual string configuration is
described by a circular type solution (4.3), (4.4).
To make a comparison with the SYM results straightforward it is convenient to
redefine the variables wi which obeyed w1 ≤ w2 ≤ w3 as follows: w1 → w3, w3 → w1.
Then the expressions (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10) transform into
J1 = w1
t
[
1− E(t)
K(t)
]
, J2 = w2
t
[
t− 1 + E(t)
K(t)
]
(5.3)
and
E2 = w22 +
w212
t
, (5.4)
where the parameter t =
w2
12
w2
13
< 1. These equations are supplemented by the period-
icity condition (4.5) with n = 1, which now reads as
K(t) =
π
2
√
w212
t
. (5.5)
Note that in spherical coordinates (γ, ψ) the equations of motion describing our
circular type string are γ = π
2
and ψ′′ + 1
2
w212 sin 2ψ = 0. It is worthwhile to mention
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that after the obvious rescaling ψ → 1
2
ψ the last equation describes a motion of the
plane pendulum in the gravitational field. Integrating it once, we get ψ′2 = w212(1/t−
sin2 ψ), where t appears as an integration constant. If t > 1, then 1/t = sin2 ψ0
and this solution describes the folded string extending from −ψ0 to ψ0. For t < 1,
when there is no turning point where ψ′ = 0, the solution will describe a circular
string extending all the way around the equator γ = π
2
with ψ from 0 to 2π. In the
limit t → 0, this solution will approach the circular type string with J1 = J2. Thus
the parameter t provides an interpolation between the circular and the folded string
configurations. Clearly, the rotatory motion of the pendulum requires more total
energy than the oscillatory phase and this explains why the energy of the circular
string is bigger than that of the folded one.
We want to find the leading correction to the energy (5.4) in the limit of the large
total spin Jtot for a generic circular type configuration with J1 6= J2 and to determine
thereby the one-loop anomalous dimension of the corresponding SYM operators. To
this end we assume the following large Jtot =
√
λJtot expansions
w21 = J 2tot + ω1 , w22 = J 2tot + ω2 , t ≡ t(ǫ), ωa = ωa(ǫ) , (5.6)
where the variable ǫ is defined in (5.1). In the limit of large Jtot the energy (5.4) is
E = Jtot + 1
2Jtot
[
ω2 +
1
t
(ω1 − ω2)
]
. (5.7)
Expanding eqs. (5.3) and (5.5) it is easy to determine the ω1,2 as the functions of the
variable t:
ω1 =
4
π2
K(t)
[
(t− 1)K(t) + E(t)
]
,
ω2 =
4
π2
K(t)
[
E(t)−K(t)
]
, (5.8)
while t is determined as the function of ǫ from the following equation:
ǫ =
1
t
− 1
2
− E(t)
tK(t)
. (5.9)
The last equation can be easily solved by the power series ansatz and one obtains
t(ǫ) = 16ǫ− 128ǫ2 + 736ǫ3 − 3584ǫ4 + 15808ǫ5
− 65024ǫ6 + 253888ǫ7 − 951296ǫ8 + 3446272ǫ9 + ... (5.10)
Inserting now this expansion in eqs. (5.8) we first determine ω1 and ω2 and then the
energy (5.7). The final result reads as
E = Jtot +
λ
2Jtot
[ 4
π2
K(t)E(t)
]
(5.11)
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and one obtains the following well-defined perturbative expansion of the energy
E = Jtot +
λ
2Jtot
(1 + 8 ǫ2 + 24 ǫ4 + 96 ǫ6 + 408 ǫ8 + ...) + ... . (5.12)
Quite remarkably, as in the folded string case in [4], this exactly reproduces the full
series (5.1), (5.2) for the anomalous dimension of the set of operators corresponding
to imaginary Bethe roots in [3].14
For ǫ = 0 (i.e. for J1 = J2), one recovers the expression for the correction to
the energy (anomalous dimension) λ
2Jtot
corresponding to the circular string solution
discussed in [1]. The opposite, “BPS-like” limit ǫ→ 1
2
, i.e. J2 → 0, is ill-defined. This
is in contrast to the folded string case, where J2 → 0 leads to shrinking of the folded
string to the BPS particle (the corresponding dual operator with ∆ = J1 transforms
in the BPS irrep [0, J1, 0]). Obviously the circular string winding around the equator
of S2 can not be contracted to a point particle.
We conclude this section by emphasizing that the Neumann dynamical system and
its string-like solutions encode the information about the full (all-loop) anomalous
dimension of the corresponding gauge theory operators. In fact, our treatment above
can be extended in a straightforward manner to determine the subleading terms in
the energy which should correspond to the two- (and higher-) loop corrections to the
anomalous dimensions of the dual SYM operators. This might help to understand,
from the field-theoretic point of view, the integrability of the quantum SYM theory
beyond the one-loop level.
6 Strings rotating in AdS5
In this section we briefly discuss multi-spin strings rotating in AdS5 [1], emphasizing
the similarity with the case of rotation in S5.
We use the same rotation ansatz as in the S5 case (2.9) written in terms of the
embedding coordinates (2.8) as follows
Y1 + iY2 = y1(σ) e
iw1τ , Y3 + iY4 = y2(σ) e
iw2τ , Y5 + iY0 = y3(σ) e
iw3τ . (6.1)
The real radial functions yi are independent of time and should, as a consequence of
ηMNYMYN = −1, lie on a two-dimensional hyperboloid:
ηijyiyj ≡ −y21 − y22 + y23 = 1 . (6.2)
Note that because of the definition of Y5 + iY0 in (2.8), t = w3τ , and, therefore, the
3-rd frequency is now w3 = κ. Just as it was in the S
5 case, the three O(2,4) spins
S1 = S12 , S2 = S34 , S3 ≡ E = S56
14The relative position of the parameters (wi, ba) describing the moduli space of string solitons is
therefore reflected on the field theory side in the way the Bethe roots are distributed on the complex
plane. Folded and circular type strings correspond to double contour roots and imaginary roots
respectively.
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forming a Cartan subalgebra of SO(2,4) are given by
Si =
√
λ wi
∫ 2π
0
dσ
2π
y2i (σ) ≡
√
λ Si , (6.3)
and satisfy, because of (6.2), the following relation
E
κ
− S1
w1
− S2
w2
= 1 , κ = w3 . (6.4)
The effective 1-d mechanical system describing this class of rotating solutions in
AdS5 has the following Lagrangian (obtained from (2.6) after an overall sign change,
LAdS → −L˜)
L˜ =
1
2
ηij(y
′
iy
′
j − w2i yiyj) +
1
2
Λ˜(ηijyiyj − 1) . (6.5)
Comparing eqs. (6.5),(6.3) and (6.4) with the corresponding eqs. (2.14),(2.10) and
(2.37) for the S5 case, we see that the relation to the S5 case is through the analytic
continuation15
x1 → iy1 , x2 → iy2 . (6.6)
The ellipsoidal coordinates ζa defined as in (2.23) now provide the parametrization
of the two-sheeted hyperboloid y23 − y21 − y22 = 1. Taking into account the analytical
continuation, we get the following relations between yi and ζa
y21 =
(w21 − ζ1)(w21 − ζ2)
w221w
2
13
, y22 =
(w22 − ζ1)(w22 − ζ2)
w221w
2
32
, y23 =
(w23 − ζ1)(w23 − ζ2)
w231w
2
32
.
It is not difficult to check that the equations of motion for ζa and the Hamiltonian
of the effective 1-d system have the same form (2.30), (2.33) as in the S5 case. In
terms of ζa the only difference between the S
5 and AdS5 cases is in the range of their
allowed values.
Another essential feature of the string motion in AdS5 space is that in this case the
Hamiltonian (2.33) coincides with the r.h.s. of the only non-trivial Virasoro constraint
ηMN(Y˙M Y˙N + Y
′
MY
′
N), and, therefore, has to vanish (recall that κ = w3)
κ2 + w21 + w
2
2 − b1 − b2 = 0 . (6.7)
This constraint, together with (6.3) and periodicity conditions will lead to the ex-
pression for the energy as a function of the two (in general, unequal) SO(2,4) spins,
E = E(S1, S2) .
The previously known examples of the one-spin folded string solution (with w1 6=
0, w2 = 0) [12, 6] and the circular string solution (with w1 = w2 6= 0) [1] suggest that
the frequencies wi should be chosen as
κ = w3 ≤ w1 ≤ w2 . (6.8)
15The “angular” coordinates in (2.2),(2.3) are related by γ → iρ.
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We shall also assume for definiteness that
ζ1 < ζ2 , b1 < b2 . (6.9)
Then one can show that
w21 ≤ ζ1 ≤ w22 ≤ ζ2 , ζ1 ≤ b1 ≤ ζ2 ≤ b2 . (6.10)
Just as it was in the S5 case, a folded string solution exists if b1 and b2 belong to the
same w2i intervals as ζ1 and ζ2, respectively, i.e. if
w21 ≤ ζ1 ≤ b1 ≤ w22 ≤ ζ2 ≤ b2 . (6.11)
A two-spin folded string solution exists only if the string is bent. The periodicity
conditions for a bent folded string are similar to the ones in the S5 case. The relations
between spins and the energy also have the same form as the S5 case relations (2.37-
2.39), with the replacement
J1 → −S1 , J2 → −S2 , J3 → E .
It would be interesting to analyze the resulting system of equations in the limit of
large spins S1, S2. This limit seems to correspond to a long folded string with a large
bend.
Two-spin string solutions of circular type exist only if both b1 and b2 belong to
the same interval as ζ2, i.e.
w21 ≤ ζ1 ≤ w22 ≤ b1 ≤ ζ2 ≤ b2 . (6.12)
Again, there are two simple cases in which the solutions can be analysed in detail:
(i) w1 = w2, and (ii) b1 = b2. The simplest round-circle string solution found in [1]
corresponds to the case w1 = w2 and b1 = b2.
7 Concluding remarks
In this paper we have developed a unified treatment of the rotating string solutions
in AdS5×S5 based on the integrability of the Neumann dynamical system. We have
shown that generic multi-spin solutions are naturally associated to the hyperelliptic
genus 2 Riemann surface. The shape of the closed string at fixed time may be of
a folded (straight or bent) string and of a circular type. This depends on the two
winding numbers n1, n2 and on the relative values of the parameters describing the
solution moduli space.
We have also studied perturbation theory around the simplest two-spin solutions
in the direction of the non-zero third spin component and derived a leading correction
to the energy in this case. This enabled us to make an explicit prediction for the 1-
loop anomalous dimensions of the corresponding gauge-invariant operators in N = 4
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SYM theory (see (3.54)). One may hope that a simple picture of the constrained
harmonic oscillator motion linearizing on the Liouville torus may be also uncovered
in the equations governing the algebraic Bethe ansatz for gauge-invariant operators
on the SYM side (cf. [3, 21]).
It would be interesting also to see if and how the “hyperellipticity” of the gen-
eral three-spin solutions is related to the more complicated nature of the dual CFT
operators. Indeed, in comparison to the “elliptic” two-spin solutions where the dual
operators (tr[(Φ1 + iΦ2)
J1(Φ3 + iΦ4)
J2 ]+...) are made out of hypermultiplets (in the
N = 2 language), the operators dual to genuine three-spin hyperelliptic string solitons
will also mix (beyond the one-loop level) with the operators from the field-strength
multiplet.
As we have shown above, a rotating string in the AdS5 space is described by a
“non-compact” version of the Neumann dynamical system which has a simple inter-
pretation in terms of the harmonic oscillator constrained to move on the 2-d hyper-
boloid. It is desirable to study integrability of this system in more detail, and, in
particular, to determine the energy as a function of spins E = E(S1, S2) for “long
string” configurations. A most natural interpretation of the corresponding dual SYM
operators will be in terms of non-local Wilson loops [23] , and one may hope to shed
some light on their integrable structures (see, e.g., [24] and refs. there). One specific
open problem is to study a folded bent string solution with two equal spins S1 = S2
which should have lower energy than the circular solution found in [1].
It would be very important to try to go beyond semiclassics and identify the
string states and field-theoretic operators for small values of the spins and energy
(dimension). One possible direction could be to develop a string-bit model type
approximation of continuous string world-sheet (cf. [25]). Indeed, in the CFT an
elementary field contributes a “quantum” of dimension and spin to a composite op-
erator. Long composite operators are then viewed as made of many quanta, and a
wave approximation corresponds to considering excitations of the continuous string
world-sheet. To understand the AdS/CFT correspondence beyond semiclassical ap-
proximation one needs to find an analogue of “quantum” of energy and spin on the
string side.
A related problem is to see if and how the integrability of the classical bosonic
SO(2,4)×SO(6) sigma model can be extended to the AdS5 × S5 Green-Schwarz su-
perstring sigma model (for a recent work in this direction addressing integrability of
the classical supercoset [26] sigma model see [27]).
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Appendix A General solution of the Neumann
system in terms of θ-functions
The general solution of the n = 3 Neumann system can be formulated in terms of the
theta functions defined on the Jacobian of the hyperelliptic genus 2 Riemann surface
[16]. Introduce the theta-functions with characteristics η:
θ[η](z) =
∑
n∈Z2
exp
[
2πiz(n + η′) + iπτ(n + η′)2 + 2πiη′′(n+ η′)
]
, (A.1)
where z = (z1, z2) and n = (n1, n2). Here τ is a period 2 × 2 symmetric matrix with
the positive definite imaginary part. The characteristic η is a 2×2 matrix η = (η′, η′′)
made of two columns η′ and η′′.
The two normalized Abelian differentials of the 1-st kind (here a, b = 1, 2)
∫
Aa
Ωb = δab ,
∫
Ba
Ωb = τab (A.2)
can be written in the form
Ωa = paΞ1 + eaΞ2 , (A.3)
where
Ξ1 =
dζ
s
, Ξ2 =
ζdζ
s
, (A.4)
and s(ζ) is determined by (2.36). The differentials Ξa, a = 1, 2, satisfy
Aab =
∫
Aa
Ξb , Bab =
∫
Ba
Ξb (A.5)
with τab = (BA
−1)ab. The normalization condition (A.2) relates the coefficients ea, pa
to Aab, Bab (see also below).
In particular, when ζ → ∞, the leading coefficient of the differentials Ωa are ea
which are the frequencies of oscillation on the Jacobian. The solution in [16] reads
(i = 1, 2, 3)
x2i (σ) =
θ2[η2i−1](z0 +
1
2
ieσ)θ2[η2i−1](0)
θ2[0](z0 +
1
2
ieσ)θ2[0](0)
. (A.6)
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Here
η1 =
(
1
2
0
0 0
)
, η3 =
(
0 1
2
1
2
0
)
, η5 =
(
0 1
2
0 1
2
)
(A.7)
are the half-periods and z0 is a constant vector (the initial condition) which, without
loss of generality, we choose to be zero. The specific coefficient 1/2 in front of e in
eq. (A.6) is related to the fact that the canonical variable ψa conjugate to ba obeys
the linear equation of motion
ψ′a = {H,ψa} =
1
2
, (A.8)
where H is given by eq. (2.33).
Finally, the identity
∑3
k=1 x
2
k = 1 is due to the Frobenius formula (here g = 2)
g+1∑
k=1
θ2[η2k−1](z)θ
2[η2k−1](0)
θ2[0](z)θ2[0](0)
= 1 . (A.9)
We do not know the constant vector ea explicitly, but we can impose the periodicity
condition: xi(σ + 2π) = xi(σ). In general, solutions (A.6) are not periodic functions
of σ and achieve periodicity we have to require
πea = τabmb + na (A.10)
wherema and na are vectors with integer components. In addition, if we are interested
in the real solutions, then the motion occurs on the real connected component of the
Jacobian identified with the Liouville torus. In this case ea is real and we obtain the
condition
πea = na (A.11)
Since e1 = −A21/(detA), e2 = A11/(detA), the latter condition reduces to
n1A11 + n2A21 = 0 , n1A12 + n2A22 = π . (A.12)
Written in the integral form these conditions are
n1
∫
A1
dζ
s
+ n2
∫
A2
dζ
s
= 0 , (A.13)
and
n1
∫
A1
ζdζ
s
+ n2
∫
A2
ζdζ
s
= π . (A.14)
In this way we have demonstrated that the general periodic solitons are characterized
by two integers (n1, n2).
Thus, when σ goes from 0 to 2π the image of the string in the Jacobian winds
around the real circles A1 and A2 with winding numbers n1 and n2 respectively.
The different periodicity conditions discussed in the main text can be obtained by
picking in eqs. (A.13) and (A.14) the concrete values for (n1, n2) and specifying the
cycles in terms of the branch points (wi, ba). It would be interesting to see how the
various elliptic solutions discussed in the paper can be directly obtained from (A.6)
by degenerating the period matrix τ .
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Appendix B Basic integrals
Here we recall the definitions of K(t), E(t) and Π(u, t) that are the complete elliptic
integrals of the first, the second and the third kind respectively:
K(t) =
∫ 1
0
dx√
(1− x2)(1− tx2)
=
π
2
2F1
(1
2
,
1
2
; 1; t
)
, (B.1)
E(t) =
∫ 1
0
√
1− tx2√
1− x2 dx =
π
2
2F1
(
− 1
2
,
1
2
; 1; t
)
, (B.2)
Π(u, t) =
∫ 1
0
dx
(1− ux2)
√
(1− x2)(1− tx2)
, (B.3)
where for K(t) and E(t) we also provided their expressions in terms of the Gauss
hypergeometric function.
The incomplete elliptic integral of the third kind is given by
Π(u, φ, t) =
∫ sinφ
0
dx
(1− ux2)
√
(1− x2)(1− tx2)
. (B.4)
In Section 3.3 we used the following integrals
I1 =
√
ξ1√
w221w
2
32(b2 − w22)
∫ 1
0
dz√
z(1− ξ1z)(1 − t1ξ1z)(1− u1ξ1z)(1 − v1ξ1z)
, (B.5)
I2 =
√
ξ2√
w231w
2
32(w
2
3 − b1)
∫ 1
0
dz√
z(1 − ξ2z)(1− t2ξ2z)(1− u2ξ2z)(1− v2ξ2z)
, (B.6)
as well as
I10 =
∫ w2
2
b1
dz√
−P (z)
=
1√
w221w
2
32(w
2
32 − ǫ)
∫ 1
0
dz√
z(1− z)(1− t1z)(1− u1z)(1− v1z)
≈ 1√
w221w
2
32
∫ 1
0
dz√
z(1 − z)(1 − t1z)(1− u1z)
+
ǫ
2
√
w221w
4
32
∫ 1
0
dz√
z(1 − z)(1− t1z)(1− u1z)2
, (B.7)
I20 =
∫ w2
3
b2
dz√
−P (z)
=
1√
w231w
2
32(w
2
3 − b1)
∫ 1
0
dz√
z(1 − z)(1 − t2z)(1 − u2z)(1 − v2z)
≈ π√
w231w
2
32(w
2
3 − b1)
+
ǫπ((w23 − b1)(w231 + w232) + w231w232)
4(w231w
2
32(w
2
3 − b1)) 32
, (B.8)
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I11 =
∫ w2
2
b1
z dz√
−P (z)
=
1√
w221w
2
32(w
2
32 − ǫ)
∫ 1
0
[w22 − (w22 − b1)z] dz√
z(1− z)(1 − t1z)(1− u1z)(1 − v1z)
= w22I10 − I11 . (B.9)
Here ǫ = w23 − b2 and
I11 = w
2
2 − b1√
w221w
2
32(w
2
32 − ǫ)
∫ 1
0
dz z√
z(1 − z)(1 − t1z)(1 − u1z)(1 − v1z)
≈ − u1√
w221
∫ 1
0
dz z√
z(1− z)(1− t1z)(1− u1z)
− ǫ u1
2
√
w221w
2
32
∫ 1
0
dz z√
z(1 − z)(1 − t1z)(1− u1z)2
. (B.10)
Also,
I21 =
∫ w2
3
b2
dz z√
−P (z)
=
1√
w231w
2
32(w
2
3 − b1)
∫ 1
0
dz(w23 − ǫz)√
z(1 − z)(1 − t2z)(1 − u2z)(1 − v2z)
= w23I20 − I21 , (B.11)
where
I21 = ǫ√
w231w
2
32(w
2
3 − b1)
∫ 1
0
dz z√
z(1 − z)(1− t2z)(1 − u2z)(1− v2z)
(B.12)
≈ ǫπ
2
√
w231w
2
32(w
2
3 − b1)
. (B.13)
Similarly, we define
I12 =
∫ w2
2
b1
dz z2√
−P (z)
=
1√
w221w
2
32(w
2
32 − ǫ)
∫ 1
0
dz(w22 − (w22 − b1)z)2√
z(1− z)(1 − t1z)(1− u1z)(1 − v1z)
= w42I10 − 2w22I11 + I12 , (B.14)
where
I12 = (w
2
2 − b1)2√
w221w
2
32(w
2
32 − ǫ)
∫ 1
0
dz z2√
z(1 − z)(1 − t1z)(1 − u1z)(1 − v1z)
≈ u
2
1w
2
32√
w221
∫ 1
0
dz z2√
z(1− z)(1− t1z)(1− u1z)
+
ǫ u21
2
√
w221
∫ 1
0
dz z2√
z(1− z)(1 − t1z)(1− u1z)2
, (B.15)
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and
I22 =
∫ w2
3
b2
dz z2√
−P (z)
=
1√
w231w
2
32(w
2
3 − b1)
∫ 1
0
dz(w23 − ǫz)2√
z(1 − z)(1 − t2z)(1 − u2z)(1 − v2z)
= w43I20 − 2w23I21 + I22 , (B.16)
I22 = ǫ
2√
w231w
2
32(w
2
3 − b1)
∫ 1
0
dz z2√
z(1 − z)(1− t2z)(1 − u2z)(1− v2z)
≈ 3ǫ
2π
8
√
w231w
2
32(w
2
3 − b1)
≈ 0 . (B.17)
Then the periodicity conditions and the integral
∫
dσ(ζ1+ ζ2) in Section 3.2 take the
form
2I20 = I10 , (B.18)
2I21 − I11 = w232I10 − 2I21 + I11 = π , or 2I21 = w232I10 + I11 − π , (B.19)
∫ pi
2
0
dσ (ζ1 + ζ2) =
1
2
I22 − 1
2
I12 = πw
2
3 −
1
2
w432I0 − w232I11 +
1
2
(2I22 − I12) . (B.20)
We also have the following periodicity condition
π =
∫ w2
2
b1
dζ1 [ζ2(ζ1)− ζ1]√
−P (ζ1)
= w232I0 + I11
− ǫ√
w221w
2
32(w
2
32 − ǫ)
∫ 1
0
dξ1 ξ2(ξ1)√
ξ1(1− ξ1)(1− t1ξ1)(1− u1ξ1)(1− v1ξ1)
≈ 1√
w221
∫ 1
0
dz√
z(1 − z)(1 − t1z)
=
2√
w221
K(t1) . (B.21)
Appendix C Vanishing of “non-Cartan”
components of angular momentum
The SO(6) momentum components JMN written in terms of the 6 embedding coor-
dinates XM in (2.7) are
JMN =
√
λ
∫ 2π
0
dσ
2π
(XM∂τXN −XN∂τXM) . (C.1)
They are conserved in time by virtue of the SO(6) symmetry of the Lagrangian (2.5).
The “diagonal” components J1 = J12, J2 = J34 and J3 = J56) are clearly non-zero
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for the rotating string ansatz (2.9) (as long as all wi 6= 0), being proportional to an
integral (2.10) of a positive definite quantity x2i .
The question we would like to address is what are the conditions for the vanishing
of all other components of JMN . First, assume that w1 6= w2. Then one has, in
particular,
J13 =
√
λ [w1 sin(w1τ) cos(w2τ)− w2 sin(w2τ) cos(w1τ)]
∫ 2π
0
dσ
2π
x1(σ)x2(σ) . (C.2)
Since J13 must be time-independent on shell, it follows that
∫ 2π
0
dσ
2π
x1(σ)x2(σ) must
vanish on the solution of the string equations of motion. Similarly, J14, J23, J24 must
also vanish, since they are proportional to the same integral over σ. One reaches
analogous conclusions in the cases w1 6= w3 and w2 6= w3.
The solution of Section 3 where the string is folded in both ψ and γ is possible
only if all wi are different, and so all extra JMN components are necessarily zero there.
The only case that may in principle lead to non-zero values for the “non-Cartan”
components of JMN is when some two of the three frequencies happen to be equal.
If w1 = w2, then J13 and J24 are automatically zero. For the components J23 and J14
one finds (using (2.7))
J23 = −J14 = −
√
λ w1
∫ 2π
0
dσ
2π
x1(σ)x2(σ) = −
√
λ w1
∫ 2π
0
dσ
2π
sin2 γ cosψ sinψ ,
(C.3)
which may potentially give a non-zero result. Similarly, if w1 = w3,
J25 = −J16 = −
√
λ w1
∫ 2π
0
dσ
2π
x1(σ)x3(σ) = −
√
λ w1
∫ 2π
0
dσ
2π
sin γ cos γ cosψ , (C.4)
and if w2 = w3
J45 = −J36 = −
√
λ w2
∫ 2π
0
dσ
2π
x2(σ)x3(σ) = −
√
λ w2
∫ 2π
0
dσ
2π
sin γ cos γ sinψ . (C.5)
Let us study the values of these components in some special cases. First, let us
consider a string configuration which is folded in γ: when σ goes from 0 to π let γ
vary between γ1 and γ2 and ψ between 0 to π, and when σ goes from π to 2π let γ
vary from γ2 to γ1 and ψ from π to 2π. Then the integral (C.3) vanishes because the
contribution of the integration region 0 < σ < π/2 cancels against the contribution
of the integration region from 3π/2 < σ < 2π, while the contribution of π/2 < σ < π
cancels against that of π < σ < 3π/2. In the same way, the integral (C.5) also gives
zero as the integration region 0 < σ < π cancels with the region π < σ < 2π, where
sinψ has the opposite sign. The only non-obvious case is the vanishing of the integral
(C.4). If there is an extra symmetry such as, e.g., γ(π − σ) = π
2
− γ(σ) (as in the
cases where the string extends from the equator to both sides in a symmetrical way),
then the integral vanishes by similar symmetry arguments. If γ(π−σ) is not directly
related to γ(σ) in a simple way, this integral needs to be performed explicitly. For
the “circular” solution considered in Section 4, with ψ′ = c/ sin2 γ, J25 and thus the
integral (C.4) must vanish because there w1 6= w3. We have checked independently
that (C.4) is indeed zero in this case.
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Appendix D Straight folded string
Here we describe the two-spin solution realized by the folded string without bend
points. As will follow from our consideration, such solution is rigid in a sense that it
does not allow a deformation in the direction of the non-zero third spin component.
We assume the same range of parameters as in Section 3, i.e.
w21 < b1 ≤ ζ1 ≤ w22 < b2 ≤ ζ2 ≤ w23 (D.1)
and perform the same change of variables (3.14) with the subsequent two-spin limit
b2 → w23, so that equations (2.30) will be reduced to the system (3.29), (3.30). How-
ever, this time we assume the existence of the two turning points, at σ = 0 and at
σ = π, and no bend points. This implies that both derivatives ζ ′a are negative on the
interval 0 ≤ σ ≤ π
2
and positive for π
2
≤ σ ≤ π. The periodicity conditions describing
this situation are
I1(ζ1) = I2(ζ2) , (D.2)
I21 − I11 = π , (D.3)
where I1,2 are defined in (3.34) while I11 and I21 are given by (3.40). Considerations
similar to those in Section 3.3. allow one to determine ξ2 as function of ξ1:
ξ2(ξ1) = sin
2
[
π
2
Π(u1, arcsin
√
ξ1, t1)
Π(u1, t1)
]
. (D.4)
This time ξ2 is the monotonic function of ξ1 on the interval [0,1]. In particular,
ξ2(0) = 0 and ξ2(1) = 1.
In addition, the parameters u1, t1 should obey the following two equations
Π(u1, t1) =
π
2
√
u1
(1− u1)(u1 − t1) , (D.5)
K(t1) =
π
2
√
w221 . (D.6)
Comparison with (4.15) and (4.17) shows that the image of our solution on the Liou-
ville torus is characterized by the winding numbers n1 = n2 = 1.
The relations between wi and Ji retain the same form (3.46) and (3.47) as they
do not depend on ξ2. Solution of the eqs. (3.42), which is the same as (D.6), and
(3.46), (3.47) for w1, w2 and t1, is given by eq. (3.49). By using this solution we can
now infer the value of u1 from eq. (D.5). One finds u1 = −∞ , which implies that
w2 = w3.
It turns out that the perturbation theory around u1 = −∞ is ill-defined as this is
essential singularity. Moreover, the function ξ2(ξ1) ceases to be regular in the limit
u1 → −∞ as ξ2(ξ1) = 1 for 0 < ξ1 ≤ 1 and ξ2(ξ1) = 0 for ξ1 = 0. Therefore, we
conclude that our folded string is “rigid” in the sense that it cannot be bent to acquire
a small amount of the third spin component J3.
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It should be emphasized that the variable u1 does not enter either the relations
between wi and Ji or the expression (3.48) for the energy. This parameter and the
function ξ2 play only an auxiliary roˆle for the two-spin solutions. However, they both
arise in degeneration of a certain hyperelliptic solution and, therefore, they point out
a direction in which an elliptic two-spin solution can (not) be deformed.
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